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by
Edgar Bazan

This research work was conducted to learn and understand the theological
behaviors of churches that were plateauing or declining but turned around into a healthy
and growing ministry. Since worship attendance is growing in only about a third of U.S.
churches, the issue of church vitality is a critical one for the vast majority of churches
struggling with church growth.
This research work used a multiple-case design with a mixed-tool methodology to
collect reliable data for a concrete and valid analysis of a turnaround process. The data
analysis helped discern common patterns and contributing factors of the studied
turnaround churches.
Seven major findings were presented as three common patterns and four
contributing factors. These major findings showed that people in these congregations
were moved to responsible discipleship, committed worship, and generous giving. The
highest ranked of the major findings was a central theological belief in Jesus as Lord that
informed and defined all other theological behaviors and priorities of the congregations.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Chapter
Chapter 1 introduces the problem this research work addressed, identifying the
common behaviors (patterns) of churches that were plateauing or declining but then
managed to turn around and become vital and growing, the key literature sources for the
study and an overview of the research conducted.
Personal Introduction
For eight years, I pastored a church that was struggling to maintain a healthy,
growing ministry. Several challenges were present, including old buildings, small
membership, changing demographics of the local community, and a shortage of financial
resources. However, what I discerned to be the main reason for the church’s decline was
a lack of missional understanding as it relates to reaching out to new people and making
them disciples of Jesus the Christ. Everything that happened within the walls of the
church was tailored toward the preferences of members without regard to what was
relevant to the local mission field. Language, traditions, and festivities reflected the
people that been worshipping there for decades but were disconnected with the changes
and transitions of the local community. This experience and learning have led me to
address the issue of why churches plateau and decline in their vitality, and how other
churches have managed to turn around and recover vital and growing ministry.
Statement of the Problem
Many churches are struggling to maintain a healthy, growing ministry because of
two main reasons: (1) inwardly oriented ministries, lacking a sense of mission and
commitment to the local mission field; and, (2) old buildings, shrinking membership,
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changing demographics and shortage of financial resources. The solutions to these
challenges often come too late when options are minimal and unsustainable, typically
concluding that the only feasible pathway is the closure and discontinuance of the
congregation.
According to a 2014 study, new churches are on the rise, but overall vitality of
existing United Methodist congregations is in decline. In 2013, six U.S. conferences
increased in highly vital congregations, while forty-seven decreased. Ten conferences
increased the percentage of congregations growing in worship attendance, while 42
conferences saw declines. (Hahn)
Overall, U.S. churches saw a 2 percent reduction in worship attendance. Worship
attendance is growing in only about a third of U.S. churches (Hahn). This trend is
worrisome. Church health and vitality are critical issues facing the church today.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this research was to discover the theology and behaviors that
contributed to the turnaround of formerly plateaued and declining United Methodist
churches in the North Texas area.
Research Questions
In order to evaluate the common patterns of turnaround churches that had been
declining but have had an increase in attendance in at least the past five years, the
investigation used the following research questions.
Research Question #1
What are the common patterns of turnaround across the churches according to the
ReMissioning assessment (Appendix A)?
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Research Question #2
What were the theological behaviors that contribute to the turnaround?
Rationale for the Project
1. This research is relevant because many congregations are unaware of what is hindering
their ability to grow and leading them on the path to die.
2. This research is relevant because it offers pre-mortem congregations a pathway for
discerning the causes of lack of vitality, and for intervention prior to death to turn
around and become healthy and vital once again.
3. This research is relevant because it provides congregations with an assessment of their
spiritual ethos and recommendations to help foster vitality based on proven records of
churches that managed to turn around.
Definition of Key Terms
Common Patterns: theological and character behaviors that support church health
and vitality across churches.
Theological Behavior: the ways a church acts that show and explain their
theological inclinations and priorities.
Turnaround: a church that was formerly plateauing or declining but has managed
to come back into a healthy and growing ministry.
Church dysfunction: theological behaviors of a church that contribute to church
decline.
Delimitations
This research study included three United Methodist churches in the North Texas
area. These congregations were selected based on analysis of their last five years’
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worship attendance and professions of faith figures as reported in the conference journals
for the years 2013 to 2017. These congregations shared an increased vitality in the last
five years which effectively led to growth in their worship service attendance.
Review of Relevant Literature
The literary review covered material about turnaround churches, church vitality
and revitalization, church growth, missiology, discipleship, and effective leadership. The
study material was a combination of research works and theological claims of dying and
vital congregations. This research work sought to identify the factors that led churches,
once either plateauing or declining, to turnaround into vital congregations. These factors
were evaluated to assess common patterns across turnaround churches, that in turn were
analyzed from a theological perspective to learn the contributing factors in a turnaround.
The assumption was made that the decline in churches was directly related to an
apathetic commitment to the mission of the church to make disciples of Jesus Christ, and
an overwhelming inward church focus. The thesis proposed that what led the churches on
this path was dysfunction of the church caused by pervasive spiritual anemia rooted in a
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism (MTD) theology and faith practice (Dean 12).
Along with this, a second assumption was made that in churches where vitality
and growth were taking place, there was a strong understanding and practice of the
mission of the Church. The foundation of this commitment was a healthy spiritual
development in people’s understanding of the vision of God and the mission of the
church: a calling for the church to be an agent of peace, healing, and reconciliation. In
this regard, a church with a purpose moves beyond comforts and conveniences.
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The literary review used as sources field professionals on church growth and
vitality, pastors that led churches to turnaround, and academic theologians on the subject
of the church’s mission.
Literary resources that were particularly helpful were George Barna’s research
study on Turnaround churches, and Ed Stetzer and Mike Dodson on Comeback churches.
Both shared similar research tools that assessed the conditions that led churches to
decline, and how they managed to turnaround (or comeback). They provided principles of
turnaround and comeback churches that could guide pastors and churches down the path
of revitalization.
Likewise, Donald Ross, a professional coach on turnaround churches and the
founder of Turnaround Church Coaching Network, was helpful in learning practical
pathways to save, revive, and build dying churches back into growing churches.
This research work is a combination of biblical and theological discernment of
what the Church was constituted to be, a biblical and theological study on why churches
failed to maintain vitality and growth, and, how some churches managed to turnaround
from plateauing and declining by addressing dysfunctions of the church
Research Methodology
This research work was conducted using collective case studies with an extensive
collection of data from three different local churches in the North Texas area. A
collective case study uses multiple cases and then describes and compares them in order
to provide insight into an issue (Creswell 465).
This research work used a cross-case synthesis of quantitative and qualitative
designs with three churches in the North Texas area. The data collection came from
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multiple sources including an online survey and interviews with pastors and focus
groups. The quantitative data was gathered through an online survey, and the qualitative
data was gathered through pastors and focus groups interviews.
The data analysis of this study followed Robert K. Yin’s model of defining
priorities for a case study: what to analyze and why (132). The methodology of the data
analysis included a pattern matching approach to compare the data collected from the
three churches to build and strengthen the internal validity of the study (143). To explain
the patterns and links of the three churches in their turnaround process, the data was
analyzed to identify the particular church character and behaviors, to develop a
chronology of events, to identify factors and actions of the turnaround, and to learn
values and attitudes of the congregation and pastor and how they interact with each other
and any other critical actors or players in the turnaround (Sensing 147).
The data analysis tried to answer these five questions: What (act), when or where
(scene), who (agent), how (agency), and why (purpose) (Sensing 147). The analysis
focused on learning specific data for the turnaround: common patterns between the three
studied churches and particular contributing factors. The goal of the data analysis was to
provide concrete, valid, and reliable empirically-based conclusions for this study.
The three churches were identified as tunraournd churches and were studied to
understand the turnaround phenomeon. John W. Creswell calls this a study “bounded
systems.” A bounded system is one that is isolated for research by physical boundaries or
boundaries of time and place (Creswell 465). The physical or place boundary was the
local church, and the time boundary was the period of the turnaround moment.
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The design of the research ensured that the data collection provided internal
validity, external validity, and reliabity of the project (Yin 46-57). The research design
used a mixed-methods approach, multiple case studies, a mixed research design of
quantitative and qualitative data collection, and a cross-case synthesis of the data
collected.
To build credibility for this research, the study followed the “recipes” for Internal
Validity as described by Sensing to ensure that the study measured what it was supposed
to measure (219).
The reseach followed the six steps of the case study method by Yin: planning,
design, preparation, collecting data, analyzing data, and reporting.
Three different churches were identified and selected for a multiple case study to
ensure external validity.
For quantitative data collection, I used a research tool by ReMissioning.org. This
is an online survey that asks participants to rate statements/questions from 1-5 that best
describe their congregation. The survey focuses on 10 areas of the life of the church with
five statements/questions in each area for a total of 50 statements/questions that are rated
by the participants (Appendix A). In return, the assessment report calculated the scores
for each statement/question, compared the responses, and highlighted the vital signs with
the highest and lowest mean responses. The data collected with this research method
provided information for identifying theological and systematic behaviors, and common
patterns of the turnaround churches being studied to explain what makes the church vital.
The online survey took an average of 20-25 minutes per person. No personal information
was connected with the responses given.
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For qualitative data collection, I conducted interviews and focus groups. The
purpose of the interviews and focus groups was to share the findings from the online
survey with the interviewee and focus groups to get feedback from them, and ask
particular questions to help identify critical factors, triggers, decisions, and shifts of a
theological and systematic nature that led to the turnaround of the church.
For the interviews, I interviewed the pastor of the church by sharing with him or
her the findings from the online survey (ReMissioning Church Assessment tool) and
asking for feedback in that regard to review the analytics of the survey (Appendix B). I
also asked the pastor to identify three to five lay leaders of the church in order to conduct
a focus group where I shared the findings of the online survey and facilitated discussion
and feedback from them to review the analytics of the survey (Appendix B).
Type of Research
This research was a pre-intervention study of a multiple-case design in which
multiple cases were compared to provide reliable and concrete data to understand the
turnaround of a church (Creswell 465). The methodology used in this multiple-case
design was a mixed-methods approach with qualitative and quantitative mixed-methods
to gather and study the collected data.
Participants
The participants were three United Methodist churches in the North Texas area.
The people who performed the online survey and those who were interviewed were
clergy, lay leaders and professing members of their local congregation between the ages
of 21 and 99 years old. There were 176 participants in both the online survey and the
pastor and focus group interviews. Selection of the churches in the North Texas area
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came through initial research to identify three United Methodist churches that, in at least
the last five-year period, had increased their worship attendance by 5 percent after at least
a ten-year period of plateauing or declining. To identify these congreations, I used the
conference(s) journal reported data on local churches. Church A was identified in the
early stages of turnaround. Church B was identified in the mid stages of turnaround.
Church C was identified in an ongoing turnaround trajectory.
Instrumentation
The study used one data-collection online survey and follow-up interviews with
pastors, selected staff and leaders of the church in a focus group setting (Appendix B).
The online survey design was provided by ReMissioning.org. The tool is called
“ReMissioning Church Health Assessment” (Appendix A). The survey had 50 questions
based on the 10 areas of church vitality. The assessment was web-based so participants
can take the survey from home or office. The online survey took an average of 20-25
minutes per person. Responses were strictly confidential, and no names were connected
with responses given. The assessment can be taken by churches of any size. The
assessment report calculated the scores for each question, compared the responses, and
highlighted the vital signs with the highest mean responses and lowest mean responses.
After meetings were scheduled and online surveys were completed, the pastors
received the protocol for the follow-up focus groups’ interviews by e-mail and forwarded
it to the rest of the participants. Both the pastors’ and focus groups’ interviews lasted
approximately one hour; both occurred on the same day. The pastors and focus group
interview questions addressed practices and theological behaviors of the church that had
contributed to a turnaround. The purpose of the interviews and focus groups was to share
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the findings from the online survey with the interviewee and focus groups to get feedback
from them and ask particular questions to help identify the contributing factors of the
turnaround.
Data Collection
This reaseach work used a mixed-methods approach with qualitative and
quantitative instruments to collect data.
For quantitative data collection, I used a research tool by ReMissioning.org
(Appendix A). This is an online survey that asks people to rate 50 statements/questions
from 1-5 that best describe their congregation to assess the overall health and vitality of
the church. This data collection tool provided data to identify theological and system
behaviors of church vitality.
For qualitative data collection, I conducted interviews with pastors and focus
groups. This data collection tool served to gather data to help identify critical factors,
triggers, decisions, and shifts of a theological and system nature that lead to the
turnaround of the church (Appendix B).
Data Analysis
The data analysis used a mixed-methods approach, multiple case studies, a mixed
research design of quantitative and qualitative data collection, and a cross-case synthesis
of the data collected through the online survey and interviews with pastors and focus
groups. This research design for data analysis was determined to ensure that the data
collection provided internal validity, external validity, replicability, and reliability to the
project (Yin 46-57).
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The online survey was the tool used to identify the common patterns, and the
pastor and focus group interviews were designed to identify the contributing factors. The
common patterns provided the data for understanding theological behaviors and
contributing factors that provided the reasoning behind those theological behaviors.
Generalizability
•

Relevant to the pervasive challenges the church faces today to remain vital and
growing.

•

Credibility based on proven records of churches that were once in a preintervention condition.

•

Applicability and practicality of the shared findings and learnings from
turnaround churches.
Project Overview
This project was designed and completed to study churches that were plateauing

or declining but managed to turnaround. The research aimed to learn the biblical
foundations to help reflect on the mission of God for the church, the theological
behaviors that come from biblical understandings, and the factors behind the turnaround
phenomenon to better understand church vitality and effectiveness in accomplishing the
mission of God for the church. This research work provided significant insights that may
help other congregations to turnaround as they may be struggling to maintain vitality and
growth.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
The purpose of this study was to evaluate common patterns in three United
Methodist churches in the North Texas Annual Conference that had been plateauing or
declining but have had an increase in vitality and fruitfulness in the past five years.
Biblical Foundations
Introduction
Many churches across the nation are struggling to stay open. Lacking new growth,
unable to afford their facilities and staff, and disconnected from their communities, these
congregations are finding themselves without vision and purpose. What started in them as
a passionate mission to make disciples of Jesus Christ, ended up being a struggle to
merely survive (Barna 15-20).
The church has always been challenged in maintaining an effective and healthy
witness of the faith beyond the walls of its buildings. The causes for this vary, but at the
core, it is an issue of embodying the faith in intentional ways to witness and teach it to
non-believers.
For example, every revival throughout the history of the church was started
because a fellowship of believers was awakened by the Spirit to witness to their faith in
public settings. This movement from private (or inward) faith behavior to intentional
engagement with the needs and wellbeing of the secular community is what has kept the
church alive, bringing renewal and revival to the body of Christ.
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However, this vitality has been elusive and only kept or reclaimed when the
church has practiced particular ways of embodying its faith.
George Barna describes this issue of lack of vitality and faith witnessed in many
churches when he writes,
Thousands of churches across America have deteriorated to the point of being a
ministry in theory only, a shell of what they had once been. In these churches,
little if any outreach or inreach takes place. The name of the buildings may
insinuate a church is present, but lives are not touched in a significant, spiritual
way by such artifacts. As long as these churches have a handful of faithful
attenders and can afford some meeting space and a speaker, they remain in
existence. They have, however, essentially completed their life as a church.
(Barna 22-23)

Barna’s observations of the current condition of many churches is an assessment of
church vitality—or lack of it.
Rick Warren also speaks on this by saying, “I believe the key issue for churches
in the twenty-first century will be church health, not church growth” (Warren 17).
The precarious conditions of vitality in congregations are due, in great part, to the
change of focus: inward vs. outward; maintaining vs. transforming. For this, the church
struggles to maintain vitality because it forgot what its mission is.
Jesus gave a clear and succinct command to the church in Matthew 28:19-20, “Go
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have
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commanded you.” This commission is not just the mission of the church, but God’s
vision for the church. It is not something to do, but it is what gives significance and
purpose to the life of the church. This mission is about bringing hope, joy, peace, and
healing to a world that suffers and struggles to survive without God and each other. Jesus
came to bring us back to God and to each other. This means that the church’s purpose is
as an instituted body of healing and reconciliation for all people.
The challenge of the church is not so much about how to share the faith as how to
want to share it. Therefore, here is where the subjects of revival and revitalization are
critical, and demand an answer to the question: why are we not making new disciples,
knowing that Jesus commanded it?
These topics of church revival and revitalization are ubiquitous concerns among
those who are leading denominations and congregations, and rightly so. Just as Barna and
Warren noted, the core issue of vitality in the church is the understanding and
embodiment of the mission of God: what was the church constituted to be and do? This
reflection on the ethos of the church is a key to discerning the hindering behaviors,
attitudes, organizational and systemic dynamics, or even beliefs that are leading churches
to decline and ultimately closing their doors.
In this thesis, one of the claims I made is that once a church becomes a "trophy,"
that congregation is on the path to die. By “trophy,” I mean an object of pride, vanity, and
self-centeredness. If the church is worshiping, honoring, and serving someone or
something other than Christ, the Spirit of God—the one who gives and sustains lifewithdraws—as it did with King Saul, the nation of Israel (many times), and others.
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Nevertheless, we talk about turnaround churches because there is hope for the
dying. The hope is that even bleached dry bones may come back to life, however, not
without a profound conviction and understanding(?) of what has been causing the lack of
church vitality, and, by daring to ask, What is wrong with us? A church dies for many
reasons, but at the core is either ignorance of God's mission, reluctance to God's mission,
or plain sinfulness.
The church’s first purpose, as stated clearly by the Book of Discipline as the
mission statement of the United Methodist Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ for
the transformation of the world. There is nothing else more important. After all, Jesus
said, “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations …” (Matt. 28:19).
The depth and impact of the disciple-making mission of the church “is not so
much measured by the slickness of its programs or preaching; or the size of its
membership, but by its willingness to take risks in connecting with, and being in ministry
and relationship with” all people (Forrest). This demands a spiritual maturity and vitality
that puts the other before the self. The church is no longer an accessory to serve her
members, but a committed community of faith, Spirit-led, to include others and share
with them the story of Jesus—many “of which might not even step inside the doors of the
church.” (Forrest)
A vital congregation is one that engages the world proactively to make it better,
and to minister the spiritual wellness, healing, and reconciliation of the gospel of Jesus
the Christ. A vital congregation is one that understands that the needs of the world are the
mission of God, and the mission of God is why the Church exists. A church that neglects
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or rejects this theological understanding of the purpose of the church perhaps is better
suited for a museum rather than the ministry of making disciples of Jesus Christ.
The following biblical reflections present a scriptural foundation and argument to
support church vitality by defining the mission of the church and its practical and
spiritual implications for churches that are seeking to turnaround.
The Character and Mission of the Church.
If we want to understand and get to the root of the topic of church health and
vitality, we need to keep these two factors before us: what is the church as an instituted
spiritual agency called to do, and what part do we have to play as her members?
The Bible expresses that the Church is the Body of Christ (Rom. 12:5; 1 Cor.
12:12-27; Eph. 3:6, 5:23; Col. 1:18, 24). Jesus Christ is seen as the head of the church,
while its members (disciples of Jesus) are on a mission alongside Jesus to extend and
continue the works of Christ in the world. Jesus Christ is the spearhead of the work of
God’s redemption and imparts life by the Holy Spirit through the ministry of
reconciliation with which the church has been entrusted (2 Cor. 5:11-21).
Therefore, to speak of church purpose and vitality, one must address these
theological implications. An unhealthy church cannot produce good and sustainable
ministry. A church that is missing the mark, failing to fulfill what it was constituted to be,
will never be a vital and growing church.
To begin to unfold this and discover the reasons for ineffectiveness,
unfruitfulness, and lack of vitality in the local church, we need to establish a biblical and
theological framework for the purpose of the church: its mission
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Mission: Congruent Faith and Actions
In Luke 6:46 we read, “Why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I
tell you?” Jesus said this to a crowd that was following him, questioning how they were
witnessing to their faith. Jesus was challenging his audience not only to believe in him,
but also to do what he was teaching them and live in the way he was modeling because
by doing what he said, we will find life and wellness for ourselves. Jesus uses an
example: those who listen to what he says are like a strong and well-built house, and
those who ignore him are like a weak house, poorly built on sand.
This statement reveals that acknowledging Jesus as Lord is not the whole of the
gospel—hence the challenging question. These people were claiming to know Jesus but
were failing in doing what he was telling them to do. Evidently, this bothered
Jesus, for his mission was not just for people to be saved, believe rightly, or have the
right religion, but to show them the way and truth towards the fullness of life through his
teachings and doings (Acts 1:1, a continuation of Luke’s gospel accounts). What this
means is that Jesus is not only concerned with what people believe about him, but with
what they do with what he has given them—either as a teaching or example.
Darrell L. Guder speaks of this as the gospel crisis by describing it as a missionbenefits dichotomy. He says,
The gospel has been reduced to a message focused on the individual’s
salvation (“Are you saved?”) the process of evangelization and
“discipling” has thus become the program of spiritual and religious
exercises that deal with that salvation. The benefits of salvation are
separated from the reason for which we receive God’s grace in Christ: to
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empower us as God’s people to become Christ’s witnesses. This
fundamental dichotomy between the benefits of the gospel and the mission
of the gospel constitutes the most profound reductionism of the gospel.
(Guder 120)

Although Guder is focusing on what the church does in regard to the mission of
God for the church, he implies also that this dichotomy between mission and benefits is
in great part caused by the misunderstanding or reductionism of what discipleship is
about: to be witnesses of Jesus in word and deed. He is pointing out that there is lack of
formation once we have experienced salvation. Hence, to be a disciple is not just about
being saved, but about fully embracing and engaging the kingdom of God here and now.
He continues to say, “The overcoming of this dichotomy is fundamentally the issue of the
gospel itself, what it is, what it means, and how we witness to it” (Guder 121).

Hence, the receiving of the benefits (of salvation) is the fundamental platform to
build one’s own life and identity in God’s kingdom (missio Dei), followed by a strong
commitment to listen to and follow Jesus’ teachings. This is what I called theological
behavior.
Charles Marsh talks about this as lived theology. He argues that lived theology is
the examination of practices, objects, and beliefs in order to understand God’s presence
in human experience (Marsh 6-7). For Marsh, lived theology is the direct correlation
between proclamation and practice, “what we proclaim shapes what we do and how we
act it in the world. In other words, what we believe matters” (Marsh 177).
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They point out that the theological crisis of the church is not in regard to its
content, or its context, but rather its identity-performing character (Marsh 67).
From here, a critical part of church vitality is about being deeply rooted in Christ,
not just by believing, but by becoming, meaning that our identity, actions, thoughts, and
character are constantly being shaped by the teachings of Jesus. This is how we can fully
experience the abundant life that Jesus said he came to give to us (John 10:10).
Chip Sauer explains what being rooted in Christ means by following him,
Following Jesus means abiding in Christ, not going it alone, embracing a
commitment to radical obedience which includes confronting places of
habitual disobedience, all the while living into God’s purpose to restore
and redeem all of creation. Not simply setting aside a quiet time, abiding
in Jesus becomes a way of life and the source of your power. It is the way
the Holy Spirit can work in and through you. (Herrington 74)

In other words, to be rooted in Christ is not just about believing in Jesus but
following Jesus. Believing represents a passive response to what he taught, but following
is a hands-on embracing and enacting of beliefs. Hence, when Jesus says “follow me” or
“do what I say,” it is not a suggestion or a mere invitation, it is a command to obey.
Rusty Ricketson speaks of this:
The implication is clear, Jesus is offering an opportunity to be
in relationship with him. The clarity of the words can be seen in the literal
understanding of the Greek word akoloutheo, meaning to walk in the way
with another. This particular Greek word was uttered by Jesus as an
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imperative on eight different occasions. When Jesus uttered the words
“follow me,” he was not giving an invitation. He was giving a
command. (Ricketson 22)

This command implies authority. His command was so evident that people
noticed, as noted in Matthew 7:28-29, “Now when Jesus had finished saying these things,
the crowds were astounded at his teaching, for he taught them as one having authority,
and not as their scribes.”
A theological behavior is a critical concept to discern and define the mission of
the Church.
Mark Branson and Juan F. Martinez ask two questions to help discern the
theological behavior of a church: what is the corporate identity (who they are) and their
corporate agency (what they do) (25). They argue that by raising these questions, a
church will engage in a process to reflect on what is shaping their identity and informing
their activities, one that supports the spiritual formation of individuals (26). In other
words, what are the church’s understanding and practice of ecclesiology of being
and doing? In other words, what is the church’s theological behavior in regards to
mission Dei?
This discernment process relates to what The Arbinger Institute describes as
“changing the mindset.” The Arbinger Institute’s argument is that the goal is not so much
to get rid of the old, obsolete, and broken, as it is about “helping people see” the
possibility of new life (10). The connection between The Arbinger Institute’s argument
and that of Branson and Martinez is that both helping people to see and spiritual
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formation of being and doing has less to do with telling people what to do than helping
people to see how their behavior represents the gospel of Jesus Christ.
The Missio Dei
How do we understand and define what the church is constituted to be? To answer
this question, one must first ask: what is the mission of the church?
The first thing to notice in this question is the assumption that the mission is of
the church. Here lies significant misunderstanding and misplaced value: the mission is
not of the church but of God. To answer the question, “what is the mission of the
church?” we need to discern that the mission is of God, who invites and commands the
church to accomplish it together. Proclaiming Jesus as Lord, sharing his teachings and
doings—this is an act of God that the church undertakes as a witness.
From here, we can say that the church is constituted to be an agency of God’s
work in the world.
To further explore what this agency looks like, we start by studying what God is
doing in the world, the missio Dei.
Chris Wright explains, “It is not so much the case that God has a mission for his
church in the world, as that God has a church for his mission in the world. Mission was
not made for the church; the church was made for mission—God’s mission” ( 33).
The mission of God precedes the church, and the church came into being for the
sake of accomplishing that mission. Missio Dei refers to “all that God is doing in his
great purpose for the whole of creation and all that he calls us to do in cooperation with
that purpose” (Wright 34). A fundamental understanding must exist that the mission of
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the church does not belong to the church, nor does it proceed from the church; it is the
acting of God through the church.
This is deeply significant because it shows us that the church does not define its
mission, but rather learns it, and assumes it by discerning what God is doing.
More Than a Ticket to Heaven
For example, the church has vastly appropriated what the mission is by defining it
merely as an act of sharing the gospel, often disregarding many other aspects of people’s
lives that need healing and formation. When we use the words “missions” or
“missionaries,” we tend to think mainly of evangelistic activity; however, if the task is to
procure God’s mission, this understanding must be expanded. God does not only care
about the salvation of people’s souls, but also for their feeding, care, healing, liberation,
protection, defense, and justice.
In this framework of the mission of God, everything the church does must be
mission-oriented, for there is no other task for the church but to carry the works of the
kingdom of God.
This definition of the mission of the church as the missio Dei sets Christianity
apart as intrinsically a missionary faith and agency, one that exists for the purpose of
accomplishing the works of God in this world. This is what Jesus did as he was sent. He
too left succinct and character-defining instructions for the church when he sent it by
saying, “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I
have commanded you” (Matt. 28:19-20).
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The “command” Jesus gave refers to much more than just the salvation of souls,
but indeed to all the acts of healing, reconciliation, liberation, and justice that Jesus
heralded in his life and throughout his ministry. This “command” is precisely the
inauguration of the presence of the kingdom of God: now we know what God wills and
does for humanity: a reconciled, healed, saved, and new creation born again of the Spirit
through faith in Jesus Christ.
The missio Dei, therefore, is not a specialized ministry of the church, but the
realization of the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven. What is in heaven is life and
not death; wellness and not illness; fullness and not brokenness. Hence, the kingdom of
God, the missio Dei, can be explained in the brief statement that Jesus made: “I came that
they may have life, and have it abundantly” (John 10:10).
If Jesus’ arrival initiated the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven, and if his
mission was to bring life, then the mission of God as revealed and demonstrated by Jesus
(and that he has entrusted to the church to embody) is characterized by bringing life and
everything needed to sustain it on earth right now, and not just salvation for tomorrow as
an eschatological provision.
God’s Will on Earth as It Is in Heaven
This missio Dei is not a new movement or cause, but the sovereign rule of God
over all people and nations, interjecting into history and each person’s story, giving and
sustaining life. It is the manifestation of what God always intended for the earth since the
beginning of time and now has been brought back by Jesus into alienated and broken
humanity in order to restore God’s order (kingdom).
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In this regard, the purpose of the kingdom of God is to bless everyone, and to
bring into completion the Father’s will: “Thy kingdom come; thy will be done on earth as
it is in heaven…” The kingdom of God is the reality of God’s continual work in the
world, not leaving it behind or to its own devices, but effectively engaging in its
redemption. Thus, the Father sent his Son to manifest this kingdom and to open it to the
eyes and ears of broken humanity; the Son sent his church to do likewise.
Lesslie Newbigin explains this imparting of God’s kingdom as the mission of the
church by saying,
Mission seen from this angle, is faith in action. It is the acting out by
proclamation and by endurance, through all the events in history, of the
faith that the kingdom of God has drawn near. It is the acting out of the
central prayer that Jesus taught his disciples to use: “Father, hallowed be
thy name, thy kingdom come; thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.
(Newbigin 45)

If the mission of the church as the missio Dei is fundamentally about bringing and
proclaiming the kingdom of God to restore life in humanity, what does this look like?
Newbigin talks about it as love in action (45). This love in action refers to the
proclamation of the gospel of Jesus as not just a matter of words, but the very presence of
the kingdom of God which is revealed and experienced through redeeming acts of
compassion and reconciliation. The proclamation of God’s kingdom is in the embodiment
of the teachings of Jesus in everyday life. Those who follow Jesus, calling him Lord, are
sent into the world to carry on this mission as the bearers of his kingdom teachings.
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In essence, if we know Jesus as Lord and do what he says, that makes us the
church, a constituted body for salvation and healing in the world.
Shalom as Missio Dei
Another critical aspect of the mission of God for the church as an intrinsic
character of it is the particular action to bring peace. Jesus said, “Peace be with you. As
the Father sent me, so I send you” (John. 20:21).
This statement requires us to ask the question: what is it that Jesus was sent for?
What did he do? How did he relate to people? How did he treat people? How did he
speak to people? What did he say? What was his behavior around those in need, his
friends, and his enemies? These questions are paramount to our understanding of why we
are sent and to what we are sent.
If we are sent as he was sent by his Father, then it is critical for the church to
assess the life of Jesus not only in relation to God but in relation to humanity. If we
believe who Jesus is, if we do what he says, then we are on a mission alongside him. And
this sending has a particular purpose: to bring peace.
This concept of peace has profound missional implications for witnessing to the
salvation brought by Jesus Christ and to bring life through his teachings—the essence of
our Christian faith.
The Hebrew word for peace is Shalom. This is the word we translate as peace in
our language, but the meaning of this word is totally unlike our concept of peace. Our
concept of peace is basically the absence of trouble, whereas Shalom means everything
which contributes to the wellness of people’s lives. When the word Shalom is used as
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greeting, it does not simply mean that you wish a person the absence of bad things, but it
also means you wish them all possible good things.
Paul wrote in 1 Corinthians 14:33, “for God is a God not of disorder but of
peace.” The end goal of God’s Shalom is to bring order to our lives and to align us not
only with what we consider spiritual wellness, but with everything that contributes to our
well-being in every area of our lives to experience the fullness of life. Such is the power
and aim of the kingdom of God that Jesus proclaimed and manifested in powerful
ways. Every healing, every forgiven sin, every act of reconciliation, and every act of
justice against evil oppressors is an act of Shalom, of leaving his peace with us.
Hence, the presence of God—Jesus’ bringing of his kingdom—brings forth
actions of peace, healing, and salvation. This is how we know that God is active in our
lives and ministries: if we are peacemakers in this way. (This is not the same as pacifism
that avoids conflict or struggle; rather, it happens as people seek justice through acts of
redemption in the way Jesus did.)
This is further attested in Revelations 22:2 where it implies that the mission of
God, that the church has been entrusted to steward and carry on, is for the “healing of the
nations.” This is an idea that is rooted in the Shalom of God. This is the hope the church
ought to proclaim. When it does not, then the road to decline and lack of vitality begins.
When the church does not do what Jesus says even though it may worship him
and call him “Lord, Lord,” it would become like a person who, although one has heard
the commands of Jesus, does not act on them, becoming “like a [person] who built a
house on the ground without a foundation. When the river burst against it, immediately it
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fell, and great was the ruin of that house” (Luke 6:48). This is a time when the church
fails the mission.
When the Church Malfunctions
Miroslav Volf cautions against the errors the church falls into that hinders it
accomplishing what it was constituted to be. He calls it dysfunction. He describes this
dysfunction as a poisoned well when he says,
In the course of Christianity’s long history—full of remarkable
achievements by its saints and thinkers, artists and builders, reformers and
ordinary folks—the Christian faith has sometimes failed to live up to its
own standards as a prophetic religion. Too often, it neither mends the
world nor helps human beings thrive. To the contrary, it seems to shatter
things into pieces, to choke up what is new and beautiful before it has a
chance to take root, to trample underfoot what is good and true. When this
happens, faith is no longer a spring of fresh water helping good life to
grow lushly, but a poisoned well, more harmful to those who drink its
waters than any single vice could possibly be. (Volf 10)

This “poisoning of the well” presents a very significant challenge to the viability
of the church to accomplish the missio Dei. This “poisoning” is manifested or understood
as spiritual anemia.
What we are talking about here is a malnourished spiritualty. For example, when
there is malnourishment—an imbalance between what a person eats and the nutrients
needed to maintain good health—they begin to experience the symptoms of nutritional
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deficiencies: fatigue and low energy, dizziness, poor immune function, and incapacity to
fight infections and other causes of illnesses. In the church setting, this malnourishment is
translated as stagnation, apathy, and even opposition to church vitality (an infectious
disease). This is spiritual anemia.
Causes of Church Dysfunction
This is the reality of many churches that have lost their way and are no longer
accomplishing God’s vision of life-giving ministry. Even when they find themselves on
life-support, they are unable to accept their anemia. What began with God’s vision,
calling, passion for the gospel story and for making disciples of Jesus Christ, was
replaced with self-serving activities and preferences of church members. The challenge
with spiritual anemia is that it gives the appearance of faithfulness, but it lacks the vision
to achieve God’s purposes.
This spiritual anemia ultimately leads the church to a downward spiral of
ineffectiveness in ministry, irrelevancy to the outward community, and growing patterns
of decline in all the areas of ministry (e.g., children and youth ministries, worship
attendance, etc.).
Acts 2 is typically interpreted as an account of the “birth” of the church, a fair and
accurate assessment. However, although the church did begin here, the gathering of the
disciples as described in this passage is a continuation of the already existing story of
Jesus and his ministry.
As Jesus first called the disciples to follow him, so Acts 1 and 2 tell us that Jesus
continued calling them to gather and be the church. Jesus never left them, but remained in
their midst, working through the power of the Holy Spirit, bringing the church to life.
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Hence, the very existence of the church is contingent upon the presence of Christ
amongst her, but also tied to the disciples’ following Jesus. Jesus expressed this with
these words,
Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to
obey everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am with
you always, to the end of the age. (Matt. 28:19-20)

In this context, being a disciple is about following Jesus’ commands and making
disciples of others. It is within this action of following that Jesus’ presence is promised: I
am with you always. From here we can suppose that we cannot be the church if we are
not following and obeying Jesus’ commands. One of the reasons why this is so critical
and worthy of exploration is that without Jesus there is no power of the Holy Spirit: no
transformation, no wonders, and no vision of God.
The church’s higher calling is founded on Jesus Christ, “no one can lay any
foundation other than the one that has been laid” (1 Cor. 3:11). This is the same Church
that is the object of the admonition, “Has Christ been divided?” (1 Cor. 1:13), which
strongly implies that God intended for Christ to be represented in the life of the Church:
what he said and did. Therefore, God designed the Church to be a witness of Jesus Christ,
to follow and be fully shaped after him. The same power that resurrected Jesus from
death is the same power that has brought the Church into existence. And this power only
operates in and through Jesus Christ. The Church came to be and exists by and through
Jesus Christ alone in the power of the Holy Spirit.
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What this means is that to situate the Church anywhere else but in Christ, is to
reject Christ himself as the cornerstone. To have Christ as the foundation subjects the
Church to an inseparable outward witnessing to the inward presence of the Holy Spirit (as
seen in Acts 2).
The Church does not exist, nor can it, apart from Christ. Since the Church is the
gift of the Holy Spirit, and is empowered and sustained by the Spirit, she has no existence
apart from it. It is only in Christ—her foundation—and the life-giving power of the Holy
Spirit that the Church exists. “The Church belongs to God. It is the creation of God’s
[Christ] and the Holy Spirit. It cannot exist by and for herself.” (World Council of
Churches 9)
This ecclesiology is critical to understanding the spiritual implications of church
vitality. The Church is contemplated as a Spirit-moved, Spirit-known, and Spirit-defined
reality, as the Body whose living Soul is the Spirit of Life. The Church is contemplated in
Christ, as Christ is contemplated in the Church. The inward Church is not separated from
the outward Church, which is its sacramental veil and vehicle (Congar).
When the Church does not follow Jesus and obey his commands, it is, in fact,
rejecting him. Such rejection is the cause of spiritual brokenness and the withdrawing of
God’s Spirit. A church with no commitment to Christ is a powerless, Spiritless church.
The Spirit of God can and has abandoned those that at one point were faithful followers
but ended up rejecting God by submitting to their personal interests as opposed to God’s
purposes.
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The moment the church fails to follow and fulfill her mission, she loses not only
purpose and direction, but the very promise of Jesus of being present with her, leading
her to spiritual anemia.
Church Dysfunction #1: When the Spirit is Absent
Throughout the Bible, we have examples of God leaving God’s chosen ones
because they failed to follow. A story that illustrates this well is the one of King Saul.
Saul was the first king of Israel after the people asked for a king. Through the
prophet Samuel, King Saul received instructions and commandments to follow, yet he
failed in various instances, and God decided to replace him.
The Scripture of 1 Samuel 16:14 briefly describes this event: “Now the spirit of
the Lord departed from Saul.” From that moment on, Saul was miserable and ended up in
ruin. This is a powerful picture of the consequences of abandoning God through
disobedience of God’s direct commands.
Even more powerfully descriptive than the story of one unwilling man, is the
story of one unwilling nation. The meta-narrative of Scripture is about the becoming of
the nation of Israel, and their failure to fulfill their calling.
Israel was the nation that God birthed out of an old man and woman (Abraham
and Sarah) who were called to be a blessing to all nations. Israel is the people who were
delivered out of slavery in Egypt and was promised the land of Canaan to be established
as a nation. Israel is the nation through whom the Messiah would come to redeem the
world from sin and death.
God’s purpose in choosing Israel was simple in principle: to be a blessing to “all
the families of the earth” (Gen. 12:3); and, to be a model nation to other nations as
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witnesses of God’s character. However, they failed consistently and suffered the
withdrawal of God’s presence, ending up broken and scattered—striking similarities to
the story of King Saul.
Perhaps the most powerful example of the condition of Israel caused by their
departure from God’s vision for them is found in Ezekiel 37:1f and its account of the
Valley of the Dry Bones, “The hand of the LORD came upon me, and he brought me out
by the spirit of the LORD and set me down in the middle of a valley; it was full of
bones…”
This vision represented the spiritual brokness of God’s people that led them to
their death. They had been defeated, crushed militarily, and her people had been
separated from one another in exile. Their abandonment of God had terrible
consequences: they were unaided, exhausted, disheartened, and impoverished. More than
once, they rejected God’s commands and, more than once, God tried to bring them back.
They were given many opportunities to choose life or death, and they continued
choosing death. As a consequence of their persistent death-wish, the nation of Israel was
indeed as good as dead after having withdrawn from God and self-sabotaging their
purpose (to be witnesses of God’s character to the world).
However, “God had assured them that he would gather the house of Israel, even
all of it, and would bring them out of their captivity, and return them to their own land.
This is a vision of a resurrection from death to life” (Henry).
Hence, it is at this point of dreadfulness in the story that God asked Ezekiel: “Can
these bones live?" To this, God tells Ezekiel to speak to the bones:
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Prophesy to these bones, and say to them: O dry bones, hear the word of
the LORD. Thus says the Lord GOD to these bones: I will cause breath to
enter you, and you shall live. I will lay sinews on you, and will cause flesh
to come upon you, and cover you with skin, and put breath in you, and you
shall live; and you shall know that I am the LORD.’ So I prophesied as I
had been commanded; and as I prophesied, suddenly there was a noise, a
rattling, and the bones came together, bone to its bone. I looked, and there
were sinews on them, and flesh had come upon them, and skin had
covered them… (v. 4-8)

While Ezekiel was delivering God’s Word, a rumbling or shaking started all over
the valley, and the bones began to approach one another. The bones came together in
exactly the right way, and were covered with flesh and skin to form a normal human
body. Though the bones had come together, they were not alive. They looked healthy on
the outside, covered by skin and with the right parts in the right places, but they were still
dead, there was no breath in them.
After Ezekiel had done what God asked him to do, he received a second set of
instructions:
Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, mortal, and say to the breath: Thus says
the Lord GOD: Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon
these slain, that they may live.’ I prophesied as he commanded me, and the
breath came into them, and they lived, and stood on their feet, a vast
multitude.” (v. 9-10)
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The prophesying of the Word of God brought the bones together, but it was God's
Spirit who gave life to the corpses. This massive graveyard of lifeless bodies came to life
because the breath of God—the divine Spirit—came into them. Robert Alter explains
that the breath of God was meant as a palpable divine force to be borne off physically
(1164).
This was a vision of the future because, by Ezekiel’s time, “there was no real
trace of a northern kingdom” (Alter 1166).
In this regard, the life of the people of God (and the church) is contingent upon
two requirements: the keeping of God’s Word, and the resurrection (revitalization) that
happens from the indwelling and work of the Spirit in them.
From here, a warning should be inferred without much trouble after what had
been said: of all the things we can accomplish as people, if we forsake our fundamental
calling and responsibility, namely, to follow God’s Word and to dwell in God’s presence,
no matter how big our buildings and programs become, the church will not last long. In
order for the church to exist, it demands these two.

Church Dysfunction #2: When the Word is Watered-down
A recent Pew Research Center report on changes in religious affiliation in the
United States caught the attention of both the secular and religious world. A surprising
and troubling finding was that one in five adults claims no religious affiliation. Among
adults under the age of thirty, one in three claims no religious affiliation. These are the
“nones,” the fastest-growing religious group (Pew Forum).
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These “nones” considered themselves spiritual or on the quest for significant
spirituality. This is revealing since it shows that these individuals have not abandoned
their personal faith or spiritual journey, but their religious affiliation. They are just not
interested in what the institutional church has to offer (Pew Forum).
This Pew finding may suggest that the “nones” are leaving the church for lack of
a vital and significant spiritual life prospect.
Kenda Creasy Dean talks about a church dysfunction that she describes as
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism (MTD) (a term that was first introduced in the book Soul
Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers (2005) by
sociologists Christian Smith and Melinda Lundquist Denton) (12).
In MTD, the gospel is watered-down (Dean 12), devoid of self-giving and
unaccountable to love and service of others, especially those deemed unlovable. Dean
says that “[it] has little to do with God or a sense of a divine mission in the world. It
offers comfort, bolsters self-esteem, helps solve problems, and lubricates interpersonal
relationships by encouraging people to do good, feel good, and keep God at arm’s length”
(29). The challenge that Dean raises here is one where we are not worried about changing
lives but make them comfortable.
If we follow this rationale, preaching life is less about passing on information and
more about conveying, encouraging, and ministering faith. Faith is not just a means to
salvation, but a forming process of the spirit, soul, and mind. When church participation
is no different than participation in sports or any other extracurricular activity, it renders
no power beyond the momentary feel-good experience of a nice hour of a therapeutic
session (Dean, 2010 6). This is a terrible waste that only serves to validate our positions,
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wants, and feelings, as opposed to helping us attain new needs, wants, and feelings, and
experience a new life full of hope. While our broken humanity hungers to be catered to,
our spirits long to be transformed.
For two years, Thom S. Rainer conducted a study on formerly unchurched people
who joined a church. One of the findings that came out of that study was the following:
The formerly unchurched deeply desire to be a part of a church that makes
the difference. They want to be involved in small groups, Sunday school,
and ministry. They want to participate in a church that has clear direction
and vision. And they do not mind, indeed they desire, churches that expect
them to do ministry for God in the church where they met Christ. (Rainer
124)

The “nones” are leaving the church because there is no vitality, transformation,
and spiritual awakening. Everything the church has to offer, they can get from
somewhere else since the Church has no unique characteristics, much less being
transcendent. No man or woman can remain broken, idle, uncaring, or comfortable for
long if the Word of God is being ministered. If the “nones” are leaving the church, it is
because the supernatural possibility of dry bones coming back to life is missing. This is a
truly disheartening reality, since the church is supposed to prevail against the very gates
of Hell (Matt. 16:18).
Sadly, despite the steep decline, most churches seem to be continuing with
business as usual. A typical response to this is to add more activities to the church
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calendar: a food truck here or a bowling night there; but a deep sense of introspective
reflection in regard to vital spirituality seems to be missing.
The nature of the Church is transcendent, its life does not proceed from calendars
full of activities but from authentic Spirit-led communities with a shared purpose,
centered around loving God and neighbor that reflects Christ’s character.
Church Dysfunction #3: When Church becomes a Trophy
A trophy is a memento, something that is kept to boast success from the past. It
speaks to personal accomplishments and is an object of pride. There is nothing wrong
with this; however, when this describes a church (a memento or an object of pride), it is a
sign of a misplaced mission.
The story of the Tower of Babel in Genesis 11 presents a unique context to study
the spiritual anemia of the church as a Trophy.
This story begins with people’s plans to build a monument to themselves. The
Genesis account of the Tower of Babel “tells us that after Noah’s Flood, everyone in the
world spoke the same language. As the population began to grow, people moved to new
areas” (Yeargin) as God had commanded them, but a group of people decided to stay in
place, working together to build a city and tower that would reach the heavens, and that
would serve as a monument to themselves.
In Genesis 11: 4, we get an insight into the mindset of this people and we see the
issue at heart, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the
heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves; otherwise we shall be scattered abroad
upon the face of the whole earth.” These people clearly wanted to make a name for
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themselves by building a city, and a tower, “so tall that everyone will be able to see it”
(May).
What’s wrong with building a tower? Is there something wrong with people’s
power of creativity? Of course not. The issue in this story is that these people did not
consult with God about their plans. Actually, God did not even figure in their agenda. In
their attempt to build a tower for themselves, they were doing it without God. This tower
was not God’s; it was theirs, to make a name for themselves, to be recognized, respected,
and admired.
This behavior was in direct contradiction to what God had called them to do.
Their sin was disobedience to the commission of multiplying, spreading across the earth,
and filling it (Gen. 1:28, 9:1, 6-7). The text shows that they knew they were sent out and
the reason they decided to build a tower together was precisely to avoid such a command
(Beale 201-202). “They wanted to make a name for themselves” and did not want to be
scattered to other areas of the earth. Their tower became their means of disobedience,
self-serving behavior, and inward vision (Fairchild).
Churches become Towers when they become independent from God, are idolaters
of themselves, and are moved by recognition and self-preservation. In practical terms,
their people become passive and dependent, expecting always to be cared for by others.
They do not attend to the needs of those around them, believing it is someone else’s
responsibility. Their self-centeredness is what removed God from their midst.
All churches are in danger of becoming a Tower: an independent-from-God,
spiritually anemic, self-preserving religion with no power. If we are more struck by the
beauty of a sanctuary than the experience of worship; more pained by the damage or
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decay of a facility than the degradation of the community surrounding the facility; more
excited about new paint on the wall than new life in our hearts; then, perhaps, we have
become a Tower, a “Trophy” to be kept behind a glass to be admired, and are on the
verge to exist no more.
The Church was not constituted and called to be a self-serving Tower, but a
Temple as an open space of ministration to all people. However, many churches have
fallen into the trap of arrogance and self-sufficiency. Like Babel, they have lost sight of
their calling and have begun to build towers for themselves instead of temples, falling
into behaviors of disobedience, self-serving, and self-promoting.
From Malfunction to Revival.
Stetzer and Dodson studied and learned from 300 churches how they managed to
turn around from these (and many other) dying behaviors. Here, they make an
observation similar to Rainer’s: comeback churches are defined by their attitude towards
Scripture and the mission of the church. They say, “the real issue is whether your church
is biblically faithful, acting as the presence of Christ in the community at large, able to
relate Christ to people in culture, and is on mission” (Stetzer and Dodson 4).
Not all turnaround churches look alike, although they may share many similar
characteristics; but all comeback churches experience a revival of the faith and an
empowering passion, urgency, and commitment to the Great Commission.
Michael Slaughter and Warren Bird also observe on this subject: “God’s kingdom
is not represented by franchises of McChurch. If you focus your energies on copying
someone else’s methodologies or programs, you will miss something crucially important”
(15). They argue that the Holy Spirit works in particular ways with each church when it
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comes to developing strategies, methodologies, planning, etc., but the common factor is
the empowering of the Holy Spirit of the people who have realized the significance of
their faith and calling to follow Christ.
A spiritual revival drastically changes the character of the church. This realization
is what shifts the focus from serving themselves to be sent out to serve others (Stetzer and
Dodson 5). When Jesus said, “As the Father has sent me, I also send you” (John. 20:21),
the mandate was not for a select group, but a commission to all believers. Following
Jesus (the sender), carries the mission of going out to share his story with the world. This
is a distinctive characteristic of spiritual wellness and revival: not just knowing Christ,
but sharing Christ.
Timothy Keller also explains:
Some churches certainly did evangelism as one ministry among many. But the
church in the West had not become completely missional —adapting and
reformulating absolutely everything it did in worship, discipleship, community,
and service—so as to be engaged with the non-Christian society around it. It had
not developed the missiology of western culture the way it had done so for other
non-believing cultures. (Keller)
According to Keller, the mission of the church must influence and inform all aspects and
ministries of the church. Sharing the story of Jesus does not pertain only to one ministry,
but must be a pervasive reality through the entire church. Turnaround churches made this
a priority.
Churches that managed to turnaround are rebirthed from the understanding of
who Jesus is and what he sends us to do. Hence, these churches are grounded in the
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theological understanding of what the Church was constituted to be. Their strategizing
centers around their Christology, Missiology, and Ecclesiology, being Spirit-led, and
bringing the gospel into full participation rather than being just entrepreneurial and
making sound business-like decisions.
The reasons for church decline are theological (how they understand God’s vision
and mission), and behavioral (how they practice and live out their faith).
Conclusions
Stephen A. Macchia talks on the topic of church health, making a profound
observation of the most common behavior in declining churches. He says, “One of the
greatest sins in churches today is the spirit of independence… Only when God helps us
release the independent spirit that keeps us from understanding his love and lordship in
our lives, then he is free to live through us” (Macchia 29, 32).
For Machia, independence from God will lead to a religion with no power to
transform people’s lives, to an empty shell eroding from within, dissolving down to dust.
In contrast, God’s empowering and life-giving presence is a principal
characteristic of churches that are dependent on God. The Holy Spirit’s presence is
clearly seen in healthy churches because they are aligned with God’s vision of bringing
God’s kingdom to earth, the proclamation of the Good News: Christ has died; Christ is
risen; Christ will come again.
A church that pursues a ministry that reflects the heart and mind of Christ is a
congregation led by the Spirit of God. A church that undermines God’s commandments,
authority, and direction has claimed independence from the very source of life.
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A church can become vital once again after enduring a dry season. God instills
hope in those who desire to see the church thrive and revive. Just as God miraculously
returned Israel to her home, God can bring restoration to a declining, dying church.
Nevertheless, even a more challenging question is this: Is the church willing to accept
God’s vision?
God’s will is not to have dying, unhealthy churches, but for his people to be
redeemed, find our way back alongside him, and be raised from the valley of the dry
bones.
The question “Can these bones live?” or better yet, “Can the church live?” is not
rhetorical, but consistent with the way God works, and with God’s vision of the church.
What this means for a church turnaround is that to come back to vitality, the church must
realign itself with God’s mission, fully embracing the identity of a body of reconciliation
and healing, as an agency of Shalom in the world. It is about knowing Jesus as Lord, but
also submitting ourselves to his teachings and commands in love and thanksgiving,
knowing that we have been embraced and called out of grace.
In a church turnaround process, the church needs to reclaim its mission as the
mission of God in which the church has been invited to join alongside God to accomplish
God’s work from everywhere to everywhere. For this, a responsible and deep assessment
must be made
Theological Foundations
The Makes of a Turnaround Church: New Life is Always Ahead
The Church is a spiritual agency of life, healing, and reconciliation. This is the
essence of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and this is the mission of the Holy Spirit. Missing
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this is missing altogether the movement of God’s Spirit. The mission of the Church is not
to build Towers but Temples. John Mark Terry explained, “We have the best materials,
media, and methods, but we lack spiritual power. Christians of the apostolic era had none
of our advantages; they didn’t even have the New Testament. Still, they turned the
Roman Empire upside down” (Terry 16). What kills churches is not lack of resources, but
a chronic apathy towards God’s vision and mission.
Church vitality and growth cannot be reduced to strategy, methodology, or even
best practices, however good and proven these may be. Although there is merit in
learning these factors from churches that have been successful in developing them, one
must realize that the success of these congregations was the spiritual revival that led them
to change, adapt, relearn, and discover these transformative formulas. Therefore, learning
from the success of other churches is a good and healthy starting point for a selfassessment; however, imitating another church’s success will not deal with the issue at
the core: spiritual anemia. The most consequential decision a church can make is to seek
the guidance of the Holy Spirit and make an honest assessment of spiritual vitality.
Stetzer and Dodson explained,
When was the last time you read a book about growing God’s church that really
dealt with spiritual issues? One reason a church may experience decline is that
Jesus is displeased with the way the church has handled past challenges. Another
is that the church may have been disobedient at a crucial point. Repentance may
be a spiritual issue, but it is also a pressing need. (Stetzer, Ed and Dodson 11)
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They continue to point out the seven churches that the book of Revelation address
(chapters 2-3) as Jesus evaluates their ministries. Jesus’ assessment of each church is
particular, though with a clear observation of shared faithfulness or lack thereof.
This leads us to assert that a spiritual principle is critical for church growth and to
turn around churches. The goal is not to build taller towers but faithful temples; to grow
spiritually not numerically (the numerical growth of the church comes as a result of being
spiritually grounded, for it informs and empowers every area of ministry according to
God’s purposes). Lacking spiritual wellness creates many barriers that hinder church
growth and vitality.
Hence, spiritual factors are the most important focus of the congregation. Spiritual
churches are led by spiritual leaders, encouraged and equipped by godly pastors (Stetzer,
Ed and Dodson 13). Barna proposes a similar thesis,
After fifteen years of diligent digging into the world around me, I have
reached several conclusions about the future of the Christian church in
America. The central conclusion is that the American church is dying due
to lack of strong spiritual leadership. In this time of unprecedented
opportunity and plentiful resources, the church is actually losing influence.
The primary reason is the lack of leadership. Nothing is more important
than leadership. (18)

These assessments point out the need for the church to change from the inside out.
Turnaround churches are less about being attractive and much more about being faithful.
The growth of the church is not a matter of attraction through publicity or state-of-the-art
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facilities, but a real power that transforms people’s lives bringing healing, salvation,
reconciliation, and meaning to their lives. When people’s lives are supernaturally
transformed by the power and intervention of the Holy Spirit in them, the community
takes notice that something special is happening. The gospels in particular are full of
these types of stories that exemplify this powerful witness. People followed Jesus
because he was a different kind of Rabbi, one who deeply cared for their wellness and
acted out of love and compassion to tend to them.
This change is not based on strategy or methods but on an internal transformation
of the heart. When people realize the significance of their faith and render themselves to
the Holy Spirit, a renewed passion for God and God’s service arises. It is that moment
that faith is no longer an accessory but a pervasive driving force in our whole being.
Paul told Timothy, “For this reason, I remind you to rekindle the gift of God that
is within you through the laying on of my hands; for God did not give us a spirit of
cowardice, but rather a spirit of power and of love and of self-discipline” (1 Tim. 1:6-7).
According to this statement, being a disciple is much more than just professing faith, it is
also about intentionally utilizing God’s gifts, being guided by the Holy Spirit, and serving
in God’s mission with a resolute character. A spiritual revival encompasses a rekindling
of the gifts of God, beginning with the realization of the gifts of grace, forgiveness, life,
and reconciliation. When the leadership of the church begins to speak to this, the
potential for spiritual revival and transformation is augmented exponentially. It is no
longer a merely human enterprise of survival, but a supernatural creative agency of life.
The turnaround process of the church is one that begins with a transformation,
renewal, and a revival of the church’s faith that leads to participation with God’s mission.
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What Christians believe about God and God’s mission for the church, how they follow
Jesus as disciples, and their intimate relationship with God are the pivotal, active
ingredients for change. Being apathetic about any of these, or worse, in denial, will leave
the church with no Holy Spirit and no power to minister life to the world. The calling of
the church is to align herself wholly with the ways of Jesus Christ. This brings glory to
God and new life and power to the church.
However, of the vast majority of churches that are declining, Stetzer and Dodson
also found a simple yet profound main obstacle to them: they choose their past over their
future, their heritage over their growth, and their traditions over their children (213). The
Holy Spirit is always calling forward, to learn, to grow, to be transformed and serve
others, when the Holy Spirit is denied this, the church is depriving herself of new life.
Simply put, the power of the resurrection implies new life, and churches that confess
Jesus as Lord and Savior and fail to assume their calling to move forward are selfsabotaging. A turnaround effect will not be found in the past, in what has been, but in
what lies ahead.
Every church at some point needs a fresh start and a renewed vision, because
what “brought them here won’t take them there.” Getting people to see a bigger Godsized vision of the future is key. It sets the direction and brings people together with
shared purpose. Although people may have their own opinion of how the destination
looks, what really matters is that all are looking in the same destination.
Turnaround Pathways: Holistic Renewal
Turnaround churches have transitioned from being “me-focused” to becoming
mission-focused, paying heed to the command for outreach and disciple-making teaching,
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“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have
commanded you” (Matt. 28:19-20).
Ross, the founder of the Turnaround Church Coaching Network, notes that
leading a turnaround church “is an adventure in the resurrection, and the Holy Spirit is
better than you are at raising the dead” (Ross 109). Ron Crandall writes too, “The work
of the Spirit who brings new life to old and troubled churches is connected to the lives of
men and women of faith who lead God’s people to a new vision, a new hope, and a new
identity” (23).
Ross and Crandall point to spiritual wellness in turnaround churches. The essence
of turnaround churches was a spiritual renewal and revival. The transformation did not
come from the top down, but from whatever direction God’s people were allowing the
Holy Spirit to rekindle in them a renewed passion and vision for their faith. The
turnaround of a church is not caused by raw human will, but is initiated, nurtured, and
sustained by the supernatural work of the Spirit of God. This occurs when the people
realize not only inadequacy in achieving God’s mission, but the death that comes from
unfaithfulness and disobedience to it –as in the contextual reference of the valley of dry
bones.
Howard A. Snyder shares five areas that are critical for a spiritual renewal of the
church, and that are characteristic in turnaround churches: Personal Renewal, Corporate
Renewal, Conceptual Renewal, Structural Renewal, and Missional Renewal (285-91). He
suggests that although revival may begin in any of these five, they are all interrelated and,
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in order to maintain a healthy and growing pattern of vitality, the church needs to
experience all five to some extent.
Personal Renewal. This is a personal experience that deepens the faith and
commitment of the individual to God’s love and mission. The first experience of this is
the realization of God’s forgiveness and redemption through Jesus Christ; nothing can
substitute for this. This is followed by a constant spiritual transformation through the
work of the Holy Spirit by having as an end goal to make the individual Christ-like. This
spiritual renewal also means that the individual is Spirit-led, causing a constant
confirmation of the powerful reality that Jesus is sovereign Lord, bringing peace and
everlasting hope in spite of life’s challenges.
Corporate Renewal. When the members of the congregation begin to experience
a personal renewal, this transforms their corporate gathering. A biblical example of this
is found in Acts 4:32, “Now the whole group of those who believed were of one heart and
soul…” A renewed people make up a renewed congregation who in turn becomes a
powerful witness of the Christian community and a venue for God’s power to manifest.
Conceptual Renewal. An understanding of God’s vision is renewed, and a new
one is adopted by the church based on what God is calling the church to be—not on what
has been. It is a constant pursuit of what lies ahead, challenging comforts, conveniences,
and ineffective models of ministry. Questions are asked, such as: How many unchurched
people are we reaching? When was the last time I witnessed to someone? Are the
programs and events producing effective results? Do they align with the vision? Getting
people not only to see the big picture, but to share a common conceptual renewal of what
the church is meant to be is an essential factor for church revitalization.
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Structural Renewal. Form follows Function. Many churches struggle to find new
life because the system, bureaucracy, and politics of the church get in the way. They
sacrifice the functionality of the church for keeping things the way they have been. When
function follows form, no change will take place since it is a mere keeping of the statusquo. In structural renewal, the church realizes that finding best practices, models, and
positive system forms that enable the church to do the mission is as critical as the other
areas of renewal. Bob Farr shares on this, “One of the key strategies to growth is a
simplified structure, a unified structure, a structure that keeps church focused on its
mission and points the church in a direction with purpose and accountability” (Farr 88).
A rigid structure that exists for the sake of the system and not the people and mission of
the church has the power to end the enthusiasm of those who seek to serve the church
passionately in new ways. Crandall explains this as follows, “Any traditional form,
structure, or practice that helps us to be alive and faithful should be kept and improved.
Any that insulate us from the fresh fire of the Spirit should be modified or retired” (43).
Missional Renewal. This renewal starts with the understanding of what the
church is called to be and to do: an agency of healing and reconciliation that is sent out
into the world to share the story of Jesus the Christ. The church must raise her sails and
move with the Spirit if we are not to be left behind. It is not enough to simply hang on;
we must boldly move forward and engage with God in what God is already doing beyond
the walls of the church. An atrophied, declining church focuses inward; a church with a
renewed mission has a clear understanding that their faith compels them to serve others.
Ross explains, “[the turnaround process] can go both forward and backward, but the goal
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is to keep moving forward. Forward motion is maintained as mission-driven decisions are
made” (129).
As daunting as this process may look, the good news is that any church that has
become unhealthy can overcome her situation and become a healthy church, capable of
experiencing growth once again. If it were an easy process that demanded the minimum
from the church, there would not be a need for this type of research. Clearly, this is not
easy, nor can it be done overnight.
To undo the effects of years of spiritual anemia that led to unhealthy patterns is a
daunting task. Bill Easum tells us,
If you are in an unhealthy church, take a 20-year view of the situation.
Realize that it will take several years to build a core of spiritual leaders.
Cast your vision for a healthy church. Begin to work with the few who
respond and nurture them in a small group as long as it takes. In the
interim, work hard to get a few of the disciples in “official” places to make
the process of decision-making easier. Move forward as the opportunity
arises. (qtd. in Galloway 96-97)

Once spiritual revival begins to take place, what follows is almost as critical:
visioning, planning, and execution (leading).

First Steps: Asking a Hard Question
Therefore, just as the first step of addicts towards recovery is to admit that they
have a problem and need help, so it is the first step for unhealthy churches to start a
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process of recovering vitality by admitting that there is an issue, that there is more death
than life in them, more dry bones than living flesh. In order to restore church vitality,
they need to admit their brokenness, seek healing, and commit to the process of spiritual
renewal. This is the most difficult and painful first step for a struggling church: to look
into herself, be objective about her issues, admit that she needs help, and commit to the
treatment.
This root issue is not pragmatic, but systemic. What is visible is a product of what
lies underneath. Thomas G. Bandy describes this challenge,
The experts who have the most impact on the declining church board are
always those with the most practical tips to resolve the issues here named.
The declining church board is only interested in programmatic change. It
is never interested in systemic change. In other words, board members
want the experts to give them tips, keys, ideas, or programs that will help
the existing system of church life work more effectively. It is always best
that the tips or programs not cost too much financially, but it is crucial that
the tips or programs not cost much psychologically. The basic system of
the church must be preserved. (Moving Off the Map 58)

The first step in assisting a church to turn around from its declining path, is to ask
the simple yet profound question of what is wrong with us? This is a question directed to
everyone in the congregation, with particular emphasis on the pastoral staff and the
leadership boards. Harry L. Reeder III refers to this as the process of remember, repent
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and recover (Reeder III). In his thought, this is about remembering the past to learn the
good and bad, repent from the bad, and set a new vision forward to recovery and new life.
Parting from Bandy and Reeder’s assessments, the reason this question is pivotal
is because the challenge with a declining church almost always involves a mindset and
dynamic that tries to preserve the present system, which renders it impossible to produce
any significant and transformative healthy change.
This question of what is wrong with us can be particularly directed to measurable
areas of ministry: worship attendance, budget health, church and community
demographics, and baptisms and professions of faith. If there is a lack of healthy growth
in any of these, then ask: what is wrong? To avoid these conversations is not only about
denial but a rejection of God’s mission. Church renewal can and will take place in people
who assume responsibility for the wrongs in the church and start doing something about
it.
This reality of church decline and the constant need for revival is not a new thing;
every church will go through this sooner or later and will be presented with the same
choice: renew or die. At the same time, it is also true that God’s people have always
managed to turn away from God, forsaking their calling and exchanging it for what is
convenient and comfortable. However, God’s people have also found ways to return to
their communion with God after all the trouble. It is in this intimate reconciliatory
communion between God and people that true life and revival are experienced. What kills
the church is not necessarily what is outside the church, namely evil and sin, but what her
people allowed in that did not represent God’s heart and ended up sidetracking them, and
making them lose their most important gift: to love God and to love neighbor.
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It is in here that the question of what is wrong with us? is profound: What did we
allow inside the church to take place that has misguided, misinformed, and ultimately
diminished the life of a once-thriving congregation? This, along with many other
questions are essential to at least begin the process of diagnosis.
We are told that one definition of insanity is believing that we can keep doing the
same thing over and over again and get different results. Here is a simple and universal
diagnosis: if the church is not growing, it is because the present system is not promoting
healthy behaviors. Adding to a broken system does not make it any better, nor does it
change it. The only way for a church to recover her health and vitality is to change from
the inside out. To drastically assess the systemic illnesses that have led the church into a
dysfunctional existence, and uproot them while replacing them with mission-oriented and
disciple-making vision. The question of What is wrong with us? must be asked and
intentionally, honestly answered. This is the process that Ross describes as the
Destruction phase: the time to identify practices and values that hinder the mission of the
church and must be eliminated (161).
Over the years, I have witnessed how churches struggled to even entertain the
question of what is wrong with us? An example of a typical answer to this question given
in different ways but meaning the same thing is: we are a family church (God forbid they
grow!), or, we are just trying to keep the doors open. This is a pervasive illness that
declining churches have in common: a survival mentality.
The unhealthy dynamics present in churches that are just surviving for as long
they can afford it are exclusively about churches catering to themselves rather than taking
risks to be present outside in the community, reaching out to new people. The rationale of
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this observation is based on the proposed thesis of spiritual anemia. The Holy Spirit does
not deal with the church for survival ends, but to powerfully accomplish the mission of
making new disciples of Jesus Christ.
In order to arrive at an honest assessment of the vitality of the church, the
question of what is wrong with us? needs to be intentionally directed to the hearts of the
individuals, the people who are entrusted with leadership, system, policy, and
bureaucracy that is in placethe peoplewho ultimately execute how the mission of making
disciples of Jesus Christ is being accomplished. The goal of asking this question in such a
way is to identify not only what is sickening the church, but also surrender it completely
to God. This is what leads churches to an awakening and new life. A spiritual renewal
that spreads throughout all the corners of a dying church is the only intervention that can
make a church turn around.
Based on what has been said, here are five questions that may serve to ignite a
process of assessment and renewal:
1. Has worship attendance been in decline in the past 10 years?
2. Has the budget been in decline in the last 10 years?
3. Does the church reflect the surrounding community, the local mission
field?
4. Are church conflicts significantly more frequent today than in past years?
5. How is the money being spent: in self-serving programs or in reaching and
ministering to others beyond the church?
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This process of diagnosing and surrendering is so difficult, for it not only means
confessing our wrongs, but personally turning from them: our manipulating and selfserving politics, our agenda-driven obstructions to change, apathy, misleading, bickering,
impurity, etc. Gary L. McIntosh accurately describes this when he says, “The greatest
challenge is leading the church to embrace the necessary changes to allow God’s Spirit to
work anew in the life of the church” (79). Turning a church around is not only an
institutional endeavor but primarily a personal one that assumes spiritual responsibility
for what is wrong to make the necessary amends.
The Leadership of Turnaround Churches
The first job of the pastor and church leaders is to work on themselves to remove
any unhealthy behaviors present in their lives. The second step is to seek persons who
intentionally nurture and develop them to provide systemic transformational leadership.
Finally, the third step is to shift the paradigm of the church from a Tower survival
mentality to a Temple of making disciples of Jesus Christ, a mission-oriented one.
The transformation of the church is the key condition to becoming vital, healthy,
and able to turn around. It is not about improving old systems that no longer work, but
the discovery and implementation of new paradigms. The place where this needs to begin
is with the leadership of the church, and, for declining churches, this will be one of the
most difficult conversations: what is wrong with our leadership. If there is lack of vision
and passion to make disciples of Jesus Christ, then the leadership is failing the church,
and most likely they are the main obstacle that is obstructing the church from recovering
from her spiritual anemia into a spiritual vitality. In short, they are perishing for lack of
vision and passionate and healthy spiritual leaders.
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As Macchia puts it, “If a church is to be healthy and vital, it needs to be led by a pastor
and leadership team who are themselves pursuing health in their lives and in their shared
leadership capacity” (Macchia 16).

Church leaders are specifically called and entrusted to be stewards of the church’s
mission. When the people in charge of setting the agenda, direction, and emphasis in the
church’s life have a misplaced mission, the church will end up malnourished, misguided,
and in decline. This observation is not about an indictment of leaders that “mean-well”
but about the spiritual maturity and effectiveness to lead the church in God’s mission.
Since they are leading the church, it is critical they have a healthy spiritual character:
growing in faith and have a good testimony.
Research conducted by the Lewis Center for Church Leadership of Wesley
Theological Seminary shows that in some critical areas of pastoral leadership, clergy are
doing well, while still missing a crucial piece in regard to fruitful leadership. This
research was conducted between 2006 and 2009 for the development of the Lewis
Pastoral Leadership Inventory (LPLI). The research involved fifteen hundred clergies in
the United States from different denominations, regions, genders, ages, church sizes, and
racial and ethnic groups. (Lewis Center for Church Development)
The Lewis Center studied descriptions and common recurring features of clergy
leadership and found three primary categories for fruitfulness: Character, Competence,
and Contribution. Character refers to the personal characteristics of the leader.
Competence refers to the professional aptitudes of the leader. Contribution refers to the
effectiveness of the leader in fulfilling the mission of the church, which includes working
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with the congregation to discern God’s vision for them, and guiding the implementation
of the vision so that the church bears fruit.
The research also found that the third component of contribution was the least
developed one. Much emphasis was given to “who we are,” “what we do,” but very little
to “what we accomplish.” Leaders have been trained to measure the vitality of the church
they serve by the scope of the church’s ministries. However, this overlooks the greater
impact that the church is having in its community, that is, how the mission is being
accomplished: to benefit ourselves or the other?
Church leaders must understand what is at stake when their churches have no
vision, no passion to reach the unchurched, and are ill-prepared to make disciples and “no
longer influence their neighbors and communities as they once did” (Weems 6).
Healthy spiritual leadership is about leading people, in accordance with God’s
vision for their lives, in a moral and ethical manner. Henry T. Blackaby and Richard
Blackaby tell us,
Too often, people assume that along with the role of leader comes the
responsibility of determining what should be done. They develop
aggressive goals. They dream grandiose dreams. They cast grand visions.
Then they pray and ask God to join them in their agenda and to bless their
efforts. That is not what spiritual leaders do. Spiritual leaders seek God’s
will, whether it is for their church or for their corporation, and then they
marshal their people to pursue God’s plan. The key to spiritual leadership,
then, is for spiritual leaders to understand God’s will for them and for their
organizations. (23)
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God’s vision for churches and individuals is to grow, to be in a continual state of moving
forward. Healthy spirituality is the key element for vitality, and spirituality is not a
synonym for religiousness or piety, but the indwelling and activity of the Spirit of God,
the Spirit of Christ who brings resurrection to the dead. God’s Spirit provides the vision
and vitalizing energy that makes a come-back from death possible. Hence, a lack of
spiritually mature leaders renders it impossible for a church to turn around and become
vital once again. Lovett H. Weems Jr. and Tom Berlin explain this the following way,
“The goal is always to stay focused on the mission and core values and to stay clear about
how the outcome of any project grow out of the mission and values” (15).
Therefore, the question is not, “Are we doing more?” but, “What are we
accomplishing?” It is a question of healthy fruitfulness rather than activity. True health is
not just about well-being but also productivity: the fruit. The mere “health” of the body of
Christ is meaningless unless it blesses all humankind (Bandy 94). A church can be very
healthy budget-wise because of generous donors, but is it bearing fruit, meaning, making
new disciples of Jesus Christ? Stagnation can look pretty healthy when money is not an
issue, but then, is it a Temple or Tower?
The church is not the end in herself, but exists for the mission, and the mission —
along with the values, beliefs, and gifts—shapes everything. A serious assessment of
church productivity is required. For example, church activities are a means so that
disciples are made, and if there is no evident disciple-making outcome from church
activities, then there is no spirituality, and therefore no vitality since life is only possible
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through the power of God. In such situations, leaders ought to be able to address such
issues proactively and in a timely manner.
The ”Transformational Leadership” Factor
There is a very significant story in the Bible that speaks to this transformational
leadership factor in profound ways. It is the story of Zerubbabel and how God called him
to rebuild the Temple and bring unity in the Spirit among God’s people.
This event took place in the year 538 B.C. It had been almost fifty years since the
city of Jerusalem was destroyed by the Babylonian army. The people of God lost
everything: their families, homes, country, and their Temple.
The destruction of the Temple was significant; it meant the defeat of Yahweh at
the hands of Marduk, the god of the Babylonians. However, the prophets shared and
proclaimed a different grief. The destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple was not about
the power of God but about the spiritual anemia of the people. They had forgotten their
ways with God, become unfaithful and disobedient worshiping idols. Their spiritual
vitality was on life-support, only held up by the sheer grace of God. They were dry bones
(Ezek. 37), as broken as the stones that were once the walls of the Temple but now lay in
the street.
When King Cyrus issued an edict that gave permission for Jews exiled in Babylon
to return to Jerusalem, Zerubbabel heard a calling from God with the vision to rebuild the
Temple in Jerusalem. His calling was not simply to put stones together and raise the walls
of the Temple, but to restore the people of God by restoring their spirituality. While
Nehemiah was working on building the walls of the city and Ezra on the proclamation of
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the Word of God, Zerubbabel was creating a place for spiritual awakening by means of
building the Temple.
The Bible is replete with similar stories of revival, and all of them have this theme
in common: becoming a movement through a spiritual awakening. A movement inspired
by revival is a leap forward to new life; a spiritual awakening based on the experience of
God in people’s hearts. Zerubbabel was called by God to attend to the spiritual vitality of
the people. This is the single most important responsibility of the calling of all church
leadership.
For churches to turn around and experience new life, just as with any recovery of
physical health, the revitalization of the church is a process, not an event, a program, or a
methodology. All these are wonderful resources, but they are not medicine. For this
reason, the initial steps for churches to turn around and become vital once again is not a
list of how to’s, but a spiritual awakening of God’s vision in the hearts of the leaders and
church members. Following formulas of success from other churches will not do, the
church will need to recover an understanding of her calling and God’s vision.
Alvin L. Reid speaks on this and says,
For us to renew as a church we must see two things very clearly. First, we
must see what does not change: the Word of God and the gospel it
proclaims, and the mission of God it calls us to live. Jesus is the point, not
us. Second, we must see where we are at this place and time in history,
and seek to live and proclaim the gospel of the Kingdom effectively in our
time. (13)
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The pathway to church revitalization is to raise, encourage, and empower
spiritually devoted pastors and church leaders to take on leadership roles (Rendle 15).
These leaders have developed an understanding of their role to play as faithful stewards
to build God’s kingdom. This contrasts with those who use the church for self-serving as
opposed to being vehicles of God’s grace to new people. In this sense, ministry is
understood as a gift that is embraced with responsibility and shared extravagantly.
Gil Rendle argues that a disciple is someone who is not a self-serving person but
is willing to act against self-interests and needs. In a declining church, members expect
their needs to be met, but a church that is vital is one where the incarnation of Kenosis,
that is, the willingness to empty oneself for the wellbeing of the other, is a common
practice of their discipleship. Rendle understands that in this mindset of Kenosis (32) is
where the church finds purpose and mission, where the disciples that belong to such
community of faith model the character of Christ of loving God and neighbor; a character
that is engaged in “purposeful living that invites us beyond ourselves and our interests”
(33).
Transformational leadership is leadership that serves because that is who they are
and not just what they do. Their passion is evident in the delight they take in serving
others for they have a clear understanding that by serving people, they are serving Christ.
Systemic Change: A New Paradigm of Being Church
One of the challenging aspects of church revitalization is to be aware of its need
before it is too late. Many churches want to turn around, but they have missed the
window of opportunity to do it. It is important to create awareness that churches do not
die overnight. In most cases, they have been on a plateau for many years until death
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finally overwhelms them. They go through a predictable life cycle of birth, growth,
maturity, old age, and death.
The birth of the church is an exciting time to attract new people to become part of
the new faith community. It, by default, causes church growth. Unfortunately, as the
church becomes an established community and matures, she loses the initial excitement
of reaching out to new people and begins to experience a plateaued condition. Growth is
stifled, and the focus is inward. This plateau season passes rapidly, and the church begins
to experience a gradual decline.
The harsh reality for every church is that unless new cycles are created along the
way, their destiny is the grave. Dennis Bickers points out that
[T]he most frightening aspect of this is that this process is irreversible.
Individuals cannot reverse their life cycles, and neither can churches.
What a church can do is to start a new cycle before the church declines so
far that it cannot be saved. (97)

Rendle agrees with Bickers, and also points out that there needs to be a beginning
based on Scripture. He argues that in order for the church to gain insight into what has
been hindering her, the congregation needs to let the gospel teach it all over again and
challenge its assumptions of what it needs to be about. Another critical observation of
Rendle is that a Spirit-led church is always on the move, so to be the church is to be a
movement. As opposed to a church of the establishment which focuses mostly on selfpreservation, a church on the move is one that is fueled by a constant hope of what God
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will do next, by risk-taking faith, and by continually pushing the boundaries of its limits.
(Rendle 10)
This movement of the church is the paradigm shift for revitalization. According to
Rendle, the old and new paradigms are understood as follows:
•

Old paradigm outcome: more members; satisfied clergy; satisfied
congregations.

•

New paradigm outcome: disciples (changed people who will change the
world).

In the old paradigm, the focus and resources are given to members, clergy, and
congregations. In the new paradigm, the mission is the driving force of the ethos of the
church, and the purpose of the church is to draw people to Christ and make them his
disciples. In this shift into the new paradigm, the ethos of the church, being comes before
doing. What the church does is ultimately decided by what the church is called to be. In
this regard, by being, the church intentionally realigns her focus, resources, goals, and
priorities with the mission of the church. To shift from making members to making
disciples is a discontinuous leap that requires significant new learning, changed practices,
and a good deal of risk (Rendle 39).
When dealing with church revitalization, this is the single most crucial factor that
will, in the end, determine the life of the church. If the church is unable to shift the
paradigm of inward focus into a disciple-making one, then all others will fail. Alan
Hirsch notes that discipleship was the very task on which Jesus focused his efforts and
invested most of his time and energy (110).
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C. S. Lewis also sharply speaks on this subject, “If the Church is not doing this,
then all the cathedrals, clergy, missions, sermons, even the Bible, are a waste of time”
(qtd. in Vaus 167).
Considering this, for a church to be able to turnaround and overcome her
unhealthy patterns, she needs to exercise the difficult and demanding ability to transform
herself. It is ludicrous to expect different results if there is not an internal change in the
character of the church. The paradigm shift is towards the outward mission rather than
the inward preservation.
Vitality and fruitfulness cannot be manufactured
A typical approach taken by many eager churches, wanting to turn around and
find solutions to what is causing them to decline, is to look up to Teaching Churches.
Teaching Churches are considered the large and successful congregations that
have developed best practices for ministry. They are extremely successful with large
campuses, gifted pastors and staff, cutting-edge ministries, and with a great turnout of
volunteers who make church happen week after week.
However, even as learning churches are blessed by the insights of teaching
churches, just learning their best practices and methodology has not proved to be
effective. Vitality and fruitfulness cannot be manufactured; it is not transactional,
meaning, if we do this we will get that. The teaching churches did not get to be
successful because of what they are doing today but because of what they did before they
got to be where they are: reclaiming God’s mission.
Weems and Berlin reflect on this,
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The most impressive aspect of [teaching churches] is the amazing
alignment between the vision articulated by church leaders and the vision
experienced by the church members in their daily lives. These people are
on a mission together. They are striving for common goals. They enjoy the
fact that the leaders and fellow members of their congregation share the
vision that has claimed their hearts. (45)

Notice that in their observations the whole church is informed about and
committed to the mission; it is not what the pastors or leaders want to accomplish but
what the church considers herself to be: an agent of God’s mission. This is what Paul
describes as the unity of the Spirit in Ephesians 4:3: “making every effort to maintain the
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.” This unity is a gift from God, only possible
when we align our lives with God’s will and vision. It can only be shared by many when
it is imparted by one Spirit. It is an interconnection that joins the church together with a
life-giving purpose. There is agreement and clarity on what is happening, and the
proclamation of this experience is made not just from the pulpit but through every life
that is part of it.
Ross offers a practical framework for a paradigm change. He calls this a Church
Turnaround Cycle:
Induction. This initial phase focuses on developing a basic understanding of a
declining church’s situation, and it often will take a better part of a year to get a
sense of history and determine their key players (162).
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Introduction. This phase focuses on introducing the mission of the gospel to the
church, taking them beyond survival, and developing a mission statement. Here,
key ministry leadership initiatives are introduced to help adjust the culture (162).
Obstruction. This phase is the resistance to new ideas and change. As bad as it
sounds, it is a healthy phase for it will reveal the opposition in the church. An
obstructionist is anything that stops, hinders, or detours the accomplishment of the
mission, and they must be removed (149).
Destruction. This phase focuses on overt changes to the church. It is the time to
identify practices and values that hinder the mission and must be eliminated
(161).
Construction. After enduring the most challenging aspects of turning a church
around, this phase focuses on building the new concepts, vision, strategies, and
empowering new people. Although it is a positive new phase, is a fragile one that
is time-consuming. All the previous hard work will not pay off if this phase is
neglected (171).
Deconstruction. This phase focuses on the removal of systems and practices that
do not fit or work anymore in the new construction phase. Before a reconstruction
takes place, removal of broken systems and practices must happen (pouring “new
wine into old wineskins” would sabotage any progress made) (187).
Reconstruction. This phase focuses on building the new organization system of
the church to support the new renewed mission and life of the congregation. This
phase is about making the right choices to sustain vitality rather than rushing in a
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poor thought-through system. A key factor is to keep in mind the long-term
benefits and consequences of the decisions made at this time (189).
Production. This phase is an exciting one since results are becoming more
evident and regular. The church is growing, and new life is thriving. This is a time
when the church needs to keep leading and pressing the mission forward, or she
will slip backward (198).
Reproduction. This is the last phase, and it focuses on giving away ministry to
others, just like Jesus did. As new people are becoming part of the church, a need
for new leadership development is critical to maintaining the growing trend. Most
reproduction will take place through planting new churches or developing a
multisite approach (200-201).
What Ross offers us here is not a blueprint that guarantees success but a guiding
process to discern where the church is missing the mark, the hard questions that need to
be asked, and what the church is willing to do to address their challenges.
In this regard, the key to church vitality is not the application of a particular
methodology no matter how successful it has proven to be to others, but the discovery
and learning of one’s own calling and invitation to join in God’s vision. Of course, there
is great wisdom and best practices to learn from others, but it must be preceded or
supported by a personal conviction to serve God.
It is at this moment of embracing God’s vision that the presence of the Holy Spirit
is discerned in the life of the church because it brings them together to accomplish God’s
purposes. It is no longer what “we” want to do for God, but what God wants us to do for
others. Spiritual awakening is the beginning of church vitality, and it is only possible
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through the faithful preaching of the gospel of Jesus Christ. That is why the church exists:
to declare the name of Jesus and his teachings to all people. This is the most critical
foundation on which the church is built, and the single most critical paradigm shift
necessary to revive.
Theology and Church Vitality
The theology of the church directly affects her behavior. Glenn C. Daman
explains it better, “The theology of a church will have a greater impact upon the future
health of the church than will all of the church’s programs and strategies” (66).
For a healthy church, there must be sound theology and doctrine. If the church is
not clear about her role to present the gospel to the people and her responsibility to do it
faithfully, the church will ultimately lose her reason for being and therefore her
significance and purpose. Without proper theology, there is no understanding of God’s
vision. Without God’s vision, the church will be led by anything but the Spirit of God.
What the church preaches and teaches impacts every aspect of the church’s life:
does the church exist for the sake of a few, or for the reconciliation of many? A faulty or
weak theology will result in a weak church unable to fulfill her mission and bring about
that needed transformation (Daman 23).
If the church is not clear about her role to present the gospel to the people and her
responsibility to do it faithfully, the church will ultimately lose her reason for being and
therefore her significance and purpose. Barna challenges us in this regard,
Think about the Christian church in the U.S. Spiritual anarchy is rampant.
People wholeheartedly believe things that are antithetical to what the Bible
teaches—and nobody challenges them or imposes sanctions on them for
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their beliefs. In fact, we have become so theologically complacent that
nobody really knows what anyone else believes because we are too busy
doing our own thing. We cannot really call the faith of American
Christians a Bible-based faith. It is synthetic, syncretic faith. (Barna 187)

Having a complacent theology leads churches to disease. By displacing the
proclamation of the teachings of Jesus, the church will not be Spirit-led, becoming no
more than a structure doomed to decay and fall. Jesus warned in a parable that to build a
house on the wrong foundation would lead to the loss of that house (Matt. 7:24-27).
Hence, it is critical to have a proper and strong foundation of theology and
doctrine that challenges and nurtures the people into faithful discipleship. The end goal is
to raise disciples who not only give and serve but believe wholeheartedly the teachings of
Jesus. I firmly believe that the proclamation of the gospel of Jesus Christ is what
unleashes the power of the Holy Spirit in the church.
Unless the church is willing to look beyond her own needs and preferences and
look to be in ministry to other people by attending to their needs, it will not remain alive
for long. Jesus explicitly called the first disciples to go beyond Jerusalem and into the
world. This is the Great Commission and the vision of God for the church. Churches that
get this have a clear understanding of why they exist and their mission. They know that
God has placed them in their community for the purpose of teaching the gospel and
attending to the needs of the people. This clear vision of self provides the ground for a
unified mission that propels the church to move forward and reach out to new people.
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A good place to start theological assessment is with some of the most significant
Scriptures that speak of the mission of the church: Matthew 22:37-39 and 28:19-20. In
both, we read clearly that the mission of the church is a proactive one in which, through
the proclamation of the good news and her witness to the love of God, people have the
opportunity to respond to God and be saved, healed and transformed. It is through this
process that the world is changed and the kingdom of God established.
The vision of God for the church calls for the building of God’s kingdom, the
seeking of the fulfillment of God’s reign in the world: one of healing, reconciliation,
restoration, and salvation. Thus, the church’s mission is to point all of creation to Jesus
Christ. If the mission of the Church is to bring all creation together in communion under
the lordship of Jesus Christ, then the church must bring this missional understanding to
the very center of its reason for existence. The church is to be a foretaste of the world to
come (Newbigin 73).
Practical Steps for a Turnaround Church
The literature suggests that key factors in church turnaround are a spiritual
awakening, transformational pastoral leadership, willing laity, a clear understanding of
God’s vision, an alignment of the church’s ministries with God’s mission, and an overall
commitment to God’s mission. Vital congregations are not seeking growth but health.
Church health precedes church growth. For turnaround churches, this is revealing, for the
medicine to their spiritual anemia is not a “pill to swallow," meaning methods or best
practice, but a renovation and recommitment of their faith to God’s vision and mission.
To turn around is to nurture spiritual leaders and vital congregations so that every
congregation will live out both the Great Commission and the Great Commandment and
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become a vital, growing, healthy spiritual base for making and equipping disciples of
Jesus Christ to transform the world.
The following are eight suggested steps to begin the process of discernment to
turn around a church.
Vision. Church revitalization can begin anywhere—worship spaces, Children and
Youth ministries, prayer groups, etc.—but it needs leadership to become a movement.
Therefore, one of the first steps to turn around a church from decline is for the leader(s)
to be committed to God’s vision and mission of life and reconciliation, and be willing to
lead the church through the process of remembrance, repentance and recovery, by asking
the question: what is wrong with us? Discerning God’s vision together through the study
of Scripture and prayer is the first step towards turning a church around and into vitality.
Pastor(s) need to be spiritual leaders that lead the church accordingly.
Purpose. According to H. Richard Niebuhr, the purpose of the Church and its
ministry is the union of the eternal mission of the church of making disciples of Jesus and
to social transformation. The Church “loses its character as Church when it concentrates
on itself, worships itself, and seeks to make the love of Church the first commandment.
… The chief end of the Church is to gain followers of Jesus Christ [and] to proclaim his
Lordship” (30)
God calls the Church to make disciples of Jesus Christs and to be an agent of
healing and reconciliation by contributing to the wellness of society through the power of
the Holy Spirit.
Asking Hard Questions. Followed by this, the church needs to come to terms and
admit what is wrong with herself and that she needs help. The leadership of the church
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besides the pastor(s) needs to be fully on board on this and put the politics and
bureaucracies aside, placing the vision and mission of God at the forefront.
Everything the church does must be informed by these two: vision and mission.
This group must lead the church from self-centeredness to selfless giving for the sake of
others. In Jesus’ words, “If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves
and take up their cross and follow me. For those who want to save their life will lose it,
and those who lose their life for my sake will find it” (Matt. 16:24-25).
These are some questions based on the Toward Vitality Research Project Final
Report, that may guide this process:
a) How is the church helping people become more Christ-like?
b) Does the pastor(s) practice coaching, apprenticing, empowering, or mentoring
leadership within the congregation? Meaning, how does the pastor (and leaders)
give witness of serving others?
c) How is discipleship and spiritual wellness encouraged within the congregation?
d) How is the community different because of the work of the congregation?
e) How are the members of the congregation reaching and developing people who
profess faith?
f) What are the biggest obstacles to change for the church to become vital?
(The General Board of Discipleship)
Spiritual Responsibility and Spiritual Disciplines. Having taken these three
critical steps, then the whole church needs to reclaim spiritual responsibility—both
personal and communal. Church revitalization is not about finding ways of being a new
church but being a church in renewed ways. The guidance, wisdom, and revelation the
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Holy Spirit speaks to the hearts of those that seek to learn and understand will set the
direction and pace to a turnaround.
Listening to God is the most critical aspect of church life and the most difficult
one. Almost everyone has an idea of what the church ought to do or look like—mere
human passions. However, when people listen in community, then there is a revelation of
God’s heart for them. How this is done is not a novelty, but proven ageless principles of
spirituality: people of all ages come to church, pray, worship, read Scripture, engage in
Christian conversation, and meet regularly in small groups or other similar practices that
happen beyond Sunday mornings. These gatherings have focused conversations guided
by the desire to grow in vitality. Everyone is encouraged to be engaged in seeking,
asking, discerning spiritual wisdom to turn the church around. People are not waiting for
the leaders to provide answers, but all collectively assume the responsibility of it. All
share an utter, desperate, and prayerful conviction of a need to be redeemed from the
wrongs of the past and present.
This spiritual process helps develop an abiding trust in God’s love and grace,
knowing that God is not done with the church yet. This is empowering to engage in the
process of renewal and transformation; it affirms calling, purpose, and direction. In
essence, the discovery of God’s purposes through spiritual disciplines—i.e., prayer and
Bible study—and other means of grace move congregations toward change.
Clergy Leadership. Leadership is key to the success of an organization:
“Everything rises and falls on leadership.… Leadership determines the success of the
organization” (Maxwell 225).
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Pastoral leadership is a critical ingredient to turn a church around. This is not
about being charismatic or a business-savvy professional, but a spiritual leader. Pastors
must have, at their heart, a spiritual foundation. If leadership is key for an organization to
thrive, spiritual leadership is essential for a church to live.
Spiritual leadership focuses on what God is doing in the world. The apostle Paul
is an example of how this looks in practical terms. Everything he did was for the sake of
the gospel with the goal of telling and sharing the story of Jesus Christ, and making
disciples of those who decided to follow. He had a clear goal: “I do all this for the sake of
the gospel, that I may share in its blessings” (1 Cor. 9:23); and “I resolved to know
nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and him crucified” (2:2). Spiritual
leadership is much more about building God’s Temple rather than our own Towers; about
a deep and clear conviction of calling and purpose.
Gene Wood asserts, “Great churches are always founded on the shoulders of great
leaders. And great leaders always have personal convictions that cannot be shaken” (31).
These convictions are what differentiate transformational leaders from status-quo ones.
Hence, the essential characteristic of transformative and effective leadership is the
heart, which is composed of convictions, commitment, and courage (Wood and Harkavy
53) For pastor(s), these convictions are not just personal but inspired by the Holy Spirit.
The pastor(s) must have full awareness of God’s vision and be fully committed to God’s
mission. Therefore, one of the first spiritual awakenings in the church to turnaround must
come with the clergy. In order to turn around a church, a spiritually healthy pastoral
leader with strong emotional intelligence and maturity must lead the congregation.
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Lay Leadership. This is about sharing leadership and power with those who are
willing to serve the church. The church does not belong to a few and is not commanded
by any except God and God’s status as described in Scripture. This is perhaps the most
difficult of all since it demands the emptying of the heart from personal interests,
conveniences, and comforts; even more, it invites to the decision-making-table new
voices, ideas, and leadership.
This is hard for those who have clung to church power for so long. If the same
people are always making decisions for the whole, it is absurd to expect much change.
God calls in and brings new people to join in God’s mission to accomplish creative
results. This is neither an easy nor a quick process, for inviting and including new people
to lead the church requires discipling, mentoring, and coaching, all of which take time
and trial. Only when laity feels inspired, empowered, and connected to a sense of call will
change really occur.
Alignment of the Church’s Ministries with the Vision and Mission. It is not
uncommon to find ministries functioning independently from the vision of the church.
They have developed over the years their own culture and way of doing things. This is
not a healthy situation. The Bible states that a house divided against itself cannot stand
(Mark 3:25). A shared characteristic of the vital congregation is that all their ministries
function interconnectedly and with the same goal. They support each other, talk to each
other, and look after each other’s success.
For churches that are seeking to recover vitality, this process of alignment will
represent one of the biggest obstacles, for politics, cultures, traditions, and personal
preferences will play out against the change. Whether it is the music used in Worship, the
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“entertainment” Youth Ministry approach (lacking intentional discipleship), or the
member-centered pastoral care, the church will need to ask difficult questions to assess if
they are in fact one body with one head, or a fragmented puzzle unwilling to be put
together and follow each other’s plans.
A sign of spiritual maturity in a congregation is the humility to serve each other
with joy. Aligning the ministries with the vision and mission of the church will require
people to be humble and become “team players.”
Realize the Urgency of the Mission of the Church. Growing churches have an
exceptional sense of urgency and take risks for the sake of the mission. Stagnant and
declining churches do not; they are cautious and self-defeating. If every Sunday is just
another Sunday—and a church does not have a burning sense that lives and eternity hang
in the balance—then they have lost the edge that all healthy churches and movements
share: “For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who
believes in him may not perish but may have eternal life” (John 3:16). It is not that dying
churches do not have any sense of urgency and do not care about eternal implications of
their faith, but that their urgency is misplaced, for example, in busy calendars and
keeping members happy. From here, a few questions can be asked:
a) When was the last time the church engaged in an intentional project to share the
story of Jesus with their immediate community?
b) Who does the church believe is responsible to share the story of Jesus?
c) Are children being taught to share the story of Jesus?
d) How much money is budgeted for evangelism and similar ministries?
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A Vision to Vitality.
“A vision is a clear mental picture of what could be,
fueled by the conviction that it should be.”
--Andy Stanley
“We must keep dreaming and keep visioning to keep our churches, ministries, and
personal lives from perishing.”
--Dan Southerland

God is the one who first dared to have a vision and then brought it to completion.
This vision was to bring order and create life out of emptiness and chaos. In the power of
God’s Spirit, God spoke, and everything came into being (Genesis 1 and 2). God is still
in the process of creating life and order, and this includes our churches. As stated before,
God’s vision is to restore life, wellness, and wholeness in creation by making “all things
new” (Rev. 21:3-5).
God as a visionary has always had thoughts and dreams for the church (Eph.
3:20). The Church’s calling is to discover what this means and how God chooses to
express them. As the Church pursues this calling, the Holy Spirit revives in her the
imagination and capacity to think of wonders, the kind that can only be believed through
faith in knowing that what God has spoken, God will bring to completion.
In this regard, the vision comes from God; therefore, vision is not about what the
church wants but what God is calling the church to be and do. Nothing is easier than
continuing the status quo, and vision is about challenging it.
Thomas G. Brady explains,
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A church gripped by a vision will never be the same again. A vision may
be a joyous experience, but it is never a pleasant experience. A vision
never eases the stress of a congregation; it always multiplies the stress of
congregational life. (Bandy 183)
The vision of God is not about making the church easier and more comfortable,
but about accomplishing the mission of redemption, the missio Dei. It creates a constant
tension between what we want and what God has spoken. It is at this point that the
answers to the question of what is wrong with us? will begin to provide powerful insights
to where the church has been and where it needs to go from there. The vision is the
outcome of these conversations and what sets out the destination, bringing the church
back to being a movement of God (Temple) instead of remaining a self-catering activity
center (Tower).
The vision of the Church will always be the vision of God, which is to give and
restore life, so living without vision—God’s vision—ultimately leads to atrophy and
death. The opposite is true too, a vision will lead the church out of decline and death,
while at the same time challenge her in ways she has not been challenged for many
years—perhaps never. A church without vision, or a different vision than God’s, may
have a lot of activities, but it is not going anywhere. If there is not a clear vision set for
the church, then everyone has his or her own vision of what the church should be doing.
This is one of the main causes of conflict, for these visions will eventually collide with
each other, causing problems, divisions, and erosion of church life.
Lyle E. Schaller tells us that “without vision of a new tomorrow, we are all
inclined to attempt to do yesterday all over again” (96).
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Without vision, churches will continue doing the same things and getting the
same results. When the church begins to embrace God’s vision, exciting, transformative,
and life-giving things begin to happen. Nothing stays the same for long. The old begins to
be left behind, and new spaces are created for the new that is coming. New opportunities
are embraced, and new life erupts from within the hearts of her people—reminiscent of
Pentecost: empowered people passionately confessing the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Vision is essential for a healthy church. It not only helps the church focus but also
remain faithful to her calling. It is vital that churches seek God’s vision and avoid the trap
of becoming instruments of self-service. Unhealthy churches are more interested in their
wants and needs, rather than fulfilling God’s vision. Healthy churches seek and receive a
vision from God. They understand themselves as vehicles of the proclamation of the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
Vision will ultimately lead to change, which in turn will impact the comfort
people have gotten accustomed to in doing church a certain way.
The vision presented in the Bible is one in which the church is not a means to
herself but a body of healing and reconciliation. The church is not called to build Towers
with their name on top, but Temples that proclaim the name of God everywhere. The
theological implications of this assessment are profound and critical. There is a fine line
between being a Temple or a pagan Tower.
Indeed, the challenges that churches face are many, and surprisingly within
themselves, in their own faulty vitality and effectiveness in carrying out God’s vision and
her mission. These challenges have never been with the outside world opposing the
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mission of the church—that is expected to happen in many ways—but in the church’s
own inability to keep the main thing the main thing: making disciples of Jesus Christ.

“We live on earth only so that we should be a help to other people. Otherwise, it
would be best if God would strangle us and let us die as soon as we were baptized
and had begun to believe. For this reason, however, He lets us live that we may
bring other people also to faith as He has done for us. Everything then should be
directed in such a way that you recognize what God has done for you and that
you, thereafter, make it your highest priority to proclaim this publicly and call
everyone to the light to which you are called.”
--Martin Luther
Research Design Literature
The problem this research work addressed was one of church stagnation and
decline. The identified and studied samples of literature were on the subjects of church
health and vitality, particularly on the subject of turnaround churches. The recurrent
themes in the reviewed literature were transformation pastoral leadership, empowered
laity, clear vision and purpose, and organized and effective systems that serve the
mission, not the church.
The research design literature aimed to study and define the character and mission
of the church. The biblical foundations were presented with a core understanding of what
is meant by the “mission of the church” as the Missio Dei.
Several issues were identified from biblical texts that explained why churches
lose health and vitality. These findings were studied in a cross-synthesis of a qualitative
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design for internal validity of biblical texts and consistent interpretation from different
literature sources of biblical interpretation. The analysis sequence followed Sensing’s
approach of listing and detailing characters and identifying basic issues, actions, values,
and attitudes (147). After the literature texts were gathered and analyzed, an Explanation
Building design was used to identify and explain common themes of the literature review.
The assumption in this study was that missing spiritual vitality and health was the
key factor for church stagnation and decline. From there, the research sought to
understand and explain the phenomenon of church decline by linking narratives from
biblical texts and other external authors. Since these interpretive links may be complex
and difficult to measure, explanation building often takes a narrative form, which is what
this research design literature did (Yin 147).
Summary of Literature
The church exists for the purposes of God. God’s mission is to bring healing and
reconciliation to the world, and the church was instituted by God to accomplish this
mission. The church does not exist for her own mission but God’s.
The church is God’s spiritual agency in the world that functions as the platform
for the proclamation of the revelation of God through God’s Word. The success of the
church in carrying out God’s mission is particularly contingent upon faithfulness to
God’s Word. Hence, church vitality is directly proportional to the spiritual health of the
congregation.
Many churches give the appearance of vitality on the surface but are unable to
carry God’s mission of making disciples and transforming lives. A church that is missing
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the mark, failing to fulfil what it was constituted to be, will never be a vital and growing
church.
The mission of Jesus Christ was to bring life abundantly by defeating death and
giving the world the hope of resurrection. This the core message of the gospel, and when
the church fails to convey this message, it loses all power and vitality.
The proclamation of Jesus’ teachings along with evident fruits of the Spirit served
as the life-giving factors for the church. If the church strays from these two, it has nothing
offer, and people start drifting away. A spiritually deficient church is destined to decline
and die.
What makes a church unhealthy? The first cause is spiritual anemia. A church is
malnourished when the gospel of Jesus Christ is not the main and guiding factor in the
church’s mission. The signs of spiritual anemia are evident when a church is more
concerned about comforts, catering to people, and self-preservation. Second, a watereddown theology through Moralistic Therapeutic Deism teaching is one of the principal
causes churches are dying (Dean). The third cause is when a church becomes a trophy—
independent from God, idolaters of themselves, and are moved by recognition and selfpreservation—missing the mark of embodying the teachings of Jesus and his actions.
Since the Holy Spirit works through the proclamation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, without the works of the Spirit, churches are unable to offer real transformation to
people. The challenge with the church missing the mark of God’s mission is it lacks the
vision to achieve God’s purposes.
New life is always ahead; there is hope for any and all churches that may be
missing the mark in accomplishing the mission of God. A first step is to be aware,
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understand, and assume the spiritual agency of the church in the world. The church is
distinct from any other human organization as it was constituted to be Christ’s body of
healing and reconciliation for all people. Therefore, spiritual wellness is a critical factor
for a church turnaround.
From here, a holistic renewal is needed: personal, corporate, structural, and
missional. All these areas of renewal deal from the personal responsibility, stewardship of
God’s church, and clear vision of God’s calling.
Healthy, transformational leadership is essential in a turnaround. Leadership has
to have a spiritual awakening with an embracing of Kenosis (a character of serving
others). Any systemic change requires spiritually healthy leaders to lead the church
(people) through personal renewal as well.
God’s will has always been to give us life. A church that is on a declining path
may still have a way to turn around and recover its mission and purpose.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter explains the research methodology exercised to gather data, and then
synthesize and analyze it to learn the common patterns and contributing factors of the
studied turnaround churches. The research methodology was a multi-cross-case synthesis
of quantitative and qualitative designs to identify factors and actions of the turnaround,
and to learn values and attitudes of such congregations.
Nature and Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this research was to discover the theology and systems that have
contributed to the turnaround of formerly plateaued or declining United Methodist
churches in the North Texas area.
The research work focused on identifying common patterns across turnaround
churches that had an increase in attendance in at least the past five years.
These common patterns were analyzed to identify the theological and system
factors and behaviors that contributed to the turnaround.
The ultimate goal of this research was to provide valuable insights to help
churches identify potential behaviors that may contribute to a declining congregation and
behaviors that may lead them back to vitality and growth.
Research Questions
These research questions were formulated to evaluate common patterns and
contributing factors of turnaround churches that had been plateauing or declining but
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managed to turnaround and had seen an increase in church health and vitality in the past
five years.
RQ #1. What are the common patterns of turnaround across the churches
according to the ReMissioning assessment?
Using the ReMissioning Assessment tool (Appendix A), this question sought to
learn and understand common patterns of practices and behaviors across churches that
turned around from plateauing or declining. This research question hoped to identify
common patterns of turnaround churches that may provide valuable insights that could be
transferable to other churches seeking a turnaround process.
RQ #2. What were the theological behaviors that contributed to the turnaround?
Using a researcher-designed instrument (Appendix B), these questions sought to
gain understanding on the contributing factors behind the turnaround. This data was
gathered through pastor interviews and focus group interviews with lay leaders and
church staff. This research question hoped to gain insight into what particular behaviors
may contribute to church health and vitality that can be transferable to other churches
seeking turnaround.
Ministry Context(s)
The three studied churches were United Methodist congregations in the North Texas
area. The ministry context of these churches was a combination of urban and suburban
dynamics. While the three churches were located in densely populated communities within a
metropolitan area, they were on the outskirts of the metropolitan limits.
The churches were founded in 1851, 1980 and 2001 respectively. They were
primarily White congregations with male pastors. Although the churches were open to
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women in ministry just as men, it was observed that for senior roles, the churches preferred
male pastors.
The churches had a Wesleyan doctrinal foundation with strong emphasis on the
Lordship of Jesus Christ, grace for all people, and an inclusive approach for ministry (all are
welcome). The three congregations offered traditional and contemporary worship services.
They identified themselves as churches for all people with particular emphasis on familyoriented ministries and programs. They also shared in common a recent project of
renovating their church facilities.
The political context of the congregations was not observed. However, they were
situated in areas where the majority had conservative preferences and values.
Participants
Criteria for Selection
Selection of the churches in the North Texas area came through initial research to
identify three United Methodist churches that had, in at least the last five-year period,
increased their worship attendance by 5 percent after at least a ten-year period of
plateauing or declining. To identify these congreations, I used the conference(s) journal
reported data on local churches.
Church A was identified in the early stages of turnaround. Church B was
identified in the mid stages of turnaround. Church C was identified in an ongoing
turnaround trajectory.
Description of Participants
......... The participants were three United Methodist churches in the North Texas area. The
people that completed the online survey and those interviewed were 176 people including
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clergy, lay leaders, staff, and professing members of their local congregation between the
ages of 21 and 99 years old.
Ethical Considerations
All data collected remained confidential during the research process and was not
shared with any entity outside the research team (Appendix E). Conversations were
recorded and transcribed, but the participants were coded to protect confidentiality. To
identify participants from the interviews and focus groups research work, they were
assigned a unique identifying code, for example, “Church A.”
No personal information such as names, telephone numbers, email addresses, or
any other identifying data was stored or used in the research work.
The consent forms for pastors and focus group interviews are available in
Apendix D.
Instrumentation
The instruments used for data collection were online surveys and interviews of
pastors and selected church leaders in a focus group setting. The questions addressed
practices and theological behaviors of the church that have contributed to a turnaround
(Appendix A).
Reliability and Validity of Project Design
This research work used a cross-case synthesis of quantitative and qualitative
designs with three churches in the North Texas area. The data collection came from
multiple sources including an online survey and interviews with pastors and focus
groups. The quantitative data was gathered through an online survey, and the qualitative
data was gathered through pastors and focus groups interviews.
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The data analysis of this study followed Robert K. Yin model of defining
priorities for a case study: what to analyze and why. (Yin 132) The methodology of the
data analysis included a pattern matching approach to compare the data collected from
the three churches to build and strengthen the internal validity of the study. (Yin 143) To
explain the patterns and links of the three churches in their turnaround process, the data
was analyzed to identified particular church character and behaviors, to develop a
chronology of event, to identify factors and actions of the turnaround, and to learn values
and attitudes of the congregation and pastor and how they interact with each other and
any other critical actors or players in the turnaround. (Sensing 147)
The data analysis tried to answer these five questions: What (act), when or where
(scene), who (agent), how (agency), and why (purpose). (Sensing 147) The analysis
focused on learning specific data for the turnaround: common patterns between the three
studied churches and particular contributing factors. The goal of the data analysis was to
provide with concrete, valid, and reliable empirical based conclusions for this study.
Data Collection
This research work was conducted using collective case studies with an extensive
collection of data from three differnet local churches in the North Texas area. A
collective case study uses multiple cases and then describes and compares them in order
to provide insight into an issue (Creswell 465).
The three churches were identified as tunraournd churches and were studied to
understand the turnaround phenomeon. Creswell calls this a study “bounded systems.” A
bounded system is one that is isolated for research by physical boundaries or boundaries
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of time and place (465). The physical or place boundary was the local church, and the
time boundary was the period of the turnaround moment.
The design of the research ensured that the data collection provided internal
validity, external validity, and reliabity of the project (Yin 46-57). The research design
used a mix-methods approach, multiple case studies, a mixed research design of
quantitative and qualitative data collection, and a cross-case synthesis of the data
collected.
To build credibility for this research, the study followed the “recipes” for Internal
Validity as described by Tim Sensing to ensure the the study measured what it was
supposed to measure. (Sensing 219)
The reseach followed the six steps of the case study method by Yin: planning,
design, preparation, collecting data, analyzing data, and reporting.
Three different churches were identified and selected for a multuple case study to
ensure external validity.
For quantitative data collection, I used a research tool by ReMissioning.org. This
is an online survey that asks people to rate statements/questions from 1-5 that best
describe their congregation. The survey focuses on 10 areas of the life of the church with
five statements/questions in each area for a total of 50 statements/questions that are rated
by the participants (Appendix A). In return, the assessment report calculated the scores
for each statement/question, compared the responses, and highlighted the vital signs with
the highest mean responses and lowest mean responses. (REMISSIONING) The data
collected with this research method provided information to identify theological and
system behaviors, and common patterns of the turnaround churches being studied to
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explain what makes the church vital. The online survey took an average of 20-25 minutes
per person. No personal information was connected with the responses given.
For the qualitative data collection, I conducted interviews and focus groups. The
purpose of the interviews and focus groups was to share the findings from the online
survey with the interviewee and focus groups to get feedback from them and ask
particular questions to help identify critical factors, triggers, decisions, and shifts of a
theological and system nature that led to the turnaround of the church.
For the interviews, I interviewed the pastor of the church by sharing with him or
her the findings from the online survey (Appendix A) and asking for feedback in that
regard to review the analytics of the survey (Appendix B). Also, I asked the pastor to
identify three to five lay leaders of the church to conduct a focus group where I shared
the findings of the online survey and facilitated discussion and feedback from them to
review the analytics of the survey (Appendix B).
Data Analysis
Three churches participated in this research. Each church selected was in a
different level of the turnaround process: Church A, Church B, and Church C.
The first step identified three churches in the North Texas area that fitted the
description of the research. The identification process was done by using the North Texas
Conference Journal 2014-2017. The second step was to contact the pastors, explain the
research work to them, and ask them to participate. After that, as a third step, I emailed
the pastor a consent form for them to sign granting me permission to perform the
interviews and the online survey. For the fourth step, I scheduled meetings and forwarded
them the link which they shared with their church to complete the online survey. The fifth
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step was the gathering of data through pastor and focus group interviews. The pastors and
focus group interviews took place in the church on the same day (back-to-back). The
pastor selected 5-7 people (lay and staff) for the focus group.
The use of multiple cases (Churches A, B, and C) built external validity. The use
of an online survey and the interviews of both pastors and focus groups were designed for
replication and ensured reliability.
After gathering the interview data and the online survey data, I analyzed the
results and the transcripts to identify common patterns and contributing factors from the
turnaround. The online survey was the tool used to identify the common patterns, and the
pastor and focus group interviews were designed to identify the contributing factors. The
common patterns provided me with the data to understand theological behaviors, and the
contributing factors provided me with the reasoning behind those theological behaviors.
The online survey design was provided by Remissioning.org. The tool was called
“ReMissioning Church Health Assessment.” The survey had 50 questions that were based
on the 10 areas of church vitality. The assessment was web-based so participants were
able to take the survey from home or office. The online survey took an average of 20-25
minutes per person. Responses were strictly confidential, and no names were connected
with responses given (ReMissioning). The assessment can be taken by churches of any
size. The assessment report calculated the scores for each question, compared the
responses, and highlighted the vital signs with the highest and lowest mean responses.
The pastors and focus group interview data was gathered with a researcherdesigned protocol which was sent to them in advance via email. Both interviews (pastor
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and focus groups) took place in a particular church on the same day and lasted
approximately one hour each.
The protocol’s data gathering design through the pastor and focus group
interviews ensured internal validity by focusing on specific elements to identify the
contributing factors of the turnaround, such as: church history, discipleship processes,
communication systems, church health and ability to deal with conflict, and any
particular program or design used for the turnaround.
The protocol’s data gathering design through the online survey also ensured
internal validity by asking 50 questions that focused on 10 areas of church vitality.
The data analysis of the interviews and the online survey provided concrete major
findings identifying common patterns and contributing factors for a church turnaround.
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CHAPTER 4
EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter

In this chapter, the data and findings out of the research of the three studied
churches are presented. The tools used to collect the data were designed to identify
aspects of church vitality, systems, and mission emphasis.
This research helps us to learn from churches that were formerly plateauing or
stagnant but managed to turn around. Hence, the problem this research seeks to address is
the reason(s) why many churches are struggling to maintain a healthy growing ministry.
In my personal observations, tor many churches, there are two main reasons for decline
or stagnation: (1) inwardly oriented ministries, lacking a sense of mission and
commitment to the local mission field; and, (2) old buildings, shrinking membership,
changing demographics, and shortage of financial resources.
The solutions to these challenges often come too late when options are minimal
and unsustainable, typically concluding that the only feasible pathway is the closure and
discontinuance of the congregation. Therefore, the purpose of this research was to
discover the theology and systems that contributed to the turnaround of formerly
plateaued and declining churches in the North Texas area that may benefit churches in
decline or stagnation.
Participants
There were three churches participating in this research. Each church selected is
in a different level of the turnaround process: Church A, Church B, and Church C.
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Church A
Church A, is in the initial stages of the turnaround, undergoing significant change
with the first step being acquiring a new pastor who is leading the process of
revitalization. Upon initial observation, the church has not completely made a turnaround.
However, this case is significant because although the numbers do not show a significant
increase in worship attendance, the church has had a significant “turnover” of church
membership and worship attendees where many new people have joined while
disagreeing former members have left the church. The pastor stated that about 200
regular worship attendees left the church in the past couple of years, but that they have
welcomed about the same amount of new people in their worship services because of the
changes and strategies that had been made.
Background. The first worship service of Church A was on February 10, 1980.
On March 27, 1983, they moved and celebrated their first worship service in their current
location. The current pastor has served the church since July 2013. They were at their
largest between 2002-2003 with over 7,000 members, with worship attendance of more
than 2,500 people. After 2003, the church began to experience a decline up to recent
years. Some contributing factors for the church decline that the pastor mentioned during
the interview were: changing demographics, multiple additional Methodist churches
launched too close to this congregation and people being sent out to support those
ministries, an inability to reach out to new families, and an aging congregation.
Under the leadership of their new pastor, the church spent about 18 months (late
2013- 2015) doing strategic planning and prayerful discernment to turn around the
church. In the Fall of 2015, after discerning a new vision and strategy, the church
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launched a capital campaign to revitalize the church’s ministries: renovating facilities,
children’s wing, and launching a new contemporary worship service. Since then, the
church has seen a turnaround, in great part as a “turnover” of church membership, and
many new people have joined while disagreeing former members have left the church.
Although the worship attendance numbers do not show an increase in worship
attendance, the church is experiencing turnaround by the joining of new families into the
church.
Their current average worship attendance was 1451 with a membership of 3798
by the end of 2017, and 2720 people participating in a variety of formation groups
(Sunday School, small groups).
Church A: worship, membership, new members, and removed members 2009-2017

Sources: (Conference 2017) (Conference 2016) (Conference 2015) (Conference 2014) (Conference 2013) (Conference 2009)

The participants in the research process, that included an online survey, a pastor
interview, and a focus group conversation with leaders of the church, were as follows.
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Church A had 7 participants who completed the online survey, and 5 participants
for the focus group including the pastor’s interview. The demographic data of the online
survey of the participants of each church is as follows:

Years attending the church

Age
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Church B
Although Church B started its process of revitalization around the same time as
Church A, Church B has revitalized at a faster rate and with more evident results. Also,
this church received a new pastor who led the turnaround process.
Background. The church was formed in 2001 as part of a strategy to plant new
churches in the North Texas area. In September 2001, fourteen families began to meet on
Sunday evenings to begin planning and visioning for a February 2002 kickoff. They held
their first worship service on February 10, 2002, with 335 people in attendance.
The current pastor came on board in January 2015 after what he said was the worst period
in the church’s history. From 2006-2014, the church had challenges with pastoral
leadership. An “exodus took place” by the end of 2014, and the church ended with a
$75,000 deficit. The church struggled financially and had no sense of identity. The focus
group stated that the church declined due to a void in leadership and past internal church
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conflict. There were power struggles and conflict was not handled well by leaders and
pastors.
The current pastor was appointed to turn around the church. Since then, the
church has experienced turnaround and it currently averages 454 in worship attendance
from a 330 average in 2014. Church membership was 1100 by the end of 2017.

Sources: (Conference 2017) (Conference 2016) (Conference 2015) (Conference 2014) (Conference 2013) (Conference 2009)

The participants in the research process that included an online survey, a pastor
interview, and a focus group conversation with leaders of the church were as follows.
Church B had 86 participants who completed the online survey, and 6 participants
for the focus group, including the pastor’s interview. The demographic data of the online
survey of the participants of each church is as follows:

Years attending the church
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Age
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Church C
Church C had its first significant turnaround in the early 1990s, and, in the last 10
years under new pastoral leadership, has continued to find ways to avoid stagnation,
renewing this turnaround process every two or three years. The following statistics show
the growth movement for each church in the last five years. (I included the data from
2009 as reference for a 10-year comparison.)
Background. Church C was established in 1851. While most congregations
established in the historic downtown district, where the church is located, have left the
area, Church C chose to maintain its commitment to serving their immediate community
and extended mission field. The church is described as one that “shares the heart of
Christ” with all people. The sanctuary of the church, where the traditional service is held,
is over 100 years old.
Church C technically did not experience a decline, but a stagnation period from
early 1990 to 2008. Although the community was rapidly growing, the church was not
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being effective in reaching out to them. Even more, in recent years, before the time of the
current pastor, there were hard times of deciding about the future of the congregation,
dealing with aging facilities, and moving into the future through new projects.
The current senior pastor has been serving the church since 2006. Since then, the church
has added three additional contemporary worship services and bought land and property
to create new spaces for new people (a new youth ministry center, for example). These
have allowed the growth to continue. The church has doubled in size in the last 10 years.
The church is not only growing in numbers but also in ministry to the community. They
adopted an elementary school and have an active role in supporting community events.
Their intentionality of being involved in the community has made the church known as a
church that cares for neighbors. The community and organizations call the pastor to pray
and participate in a variety of community events. The church is respected. The church has
claimed this, and it has shaped their identity and purpose. Currently, Church C averages
1884 in worship attendance, with 2723 people participating in different formations
groups (Sunday school, small groups). The church membership was 4148 by the end of
2017.
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Sources: (Conference 2017) (Conference 2016) (Conference 2015) (Conference 2014) (Conference 2013) (Conference 2009)

The participants in the research process that included an online survey, a pastor
interview, and a focus group conversation with leaders of the church were as follows.
Church C had 66 participants completing the online survey, and 6 participants for
the focus group including the pastor’s interview. The demographic data of the online
survey of the participants of each church is as follows:

Years attending the church
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Age
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Description of Evidence
The evidence and data collected through the online survey showed characteristics
of the churches in relation to their practices of ministry and how those are perceived by
church members. This evidence helped identify the common patterns and practices across
turnaround churches.

Church A

Church B
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Church C

Section Averages

Church A scores

Church B scores

Church C scores

(# of Participants: 7)

(# of Participants: 86)

(# of Participants: 66)

Christ Centeredness

4.3

4.6

4.6

Vision Clarity

3.7

4.2

4.1

Authentic Worship

4.1

4.3

4.5

Spiritual Formation

3.6

4.2

4

Covenant Community

3.4

3.9

3.9

Leadership Development

3.9

4.2

4.4

Lay Mobilization

3.3

4

4

Effective Systems

3.9

4.2

4.1

Kingdom Generosity

4.4

4.5

4.3

Missional Impulse

3.7

4

4

Questions Categories
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Research Question #1: What are the common patterns of turnaround across the
churches according to the ReMissioning assessment (Appendix A)?
From this process, three strongest traits were identified: Christ Centeredness,
Authentic Worship, and Kingdom Generosity.
Christ Centeredness was defined as follows:
•

Our church proclaims and exalts the name of Jesus Christ in our worship services.

•

Our church makes Christ known among our people.

•

Our church leaders live out the message of Christ in their lives.

•

Our church keeps Christ as the center of all our ministries, programs, and/or small
groups.

•

The teaching of our church is thoroughly Christ-centered.

Authentic Worship was defined as follows:
•

People who attend our church connect regularly with God during our services.

•

God is glorified and exalted through our songs and hymns.

•

Our church intentionally reaches out and warmly welcomes newcomers and
visitors in our worship services.

•

Our church recognizes the sacraments as a vital part of our worship as a church.

•

Our church is known for its biblical and practical preaching.

Kingdom Generosity was defined as follows:
•

Our church provides instruction on stewardship (giving joyfully and sacrificially)
for our people.

•

Our church gives consistently and generously to local and international missions.
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•

Our church provides for people who are in need, both within the church and also
for those in the surrounding community.

•

Our church operates with financial integrity and accountability.

•

Our church models stewardship and generosity in clear ways.

Research Questions #2: What were the theological behaviors that contribute to the
turnaround?
The three patterns across the three studied churches were: Christ Centeredness,
Authentic Worship, and Kingdom Generosity.
This next step of the process included the Pastors’ Interviews and Focus Groups
conversations. The data collection entries provided the evidence and data to discern the
factors behind the common patterns. I call these factors “Theological Behaviors,”
meaning, the attitudes, actions, decision-making processes, and overall behaviors of the
church as an organization and within its members that reflect the theological inclinations
of the congregation.
The factors (Theological Behaviors) are discussed in the following section.

Church A
Pastor Interview findings:
The church has been undergoing a revitalization or turnaround process since 2013
when the current pastor arrived. In 2015, they launched a strategic planning initiative that
included prayer, discernment, vision casting, development of a strategic plan, and capital
campaign to renovate facilities of worship, children’s ministry, and welcoming areas.
This process included over 100 leaders of the church and staff. The pastor stated that the
church was extremely generous and willing to work for their future.
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This initiative has helped shift the focus of the church from building facilities to
building people. The church developed a strategy and vision plan with their theme as “we
help build families.” Throughout this process, they asked the question: “Who is God
calling us to be as a church?” This question led the church to discern a mission statement:
“Helping people know the Lord Jesus.” This mission included a mission strategy based
on five pillars: worship, discipleship, missions, evangelism, and family building
ministries.
A theology of being centered in the Lordship of Jesus, to point people to God and
make them disciples of Jesus Christ, was the driving force behind their change of
behavior.
The pastor stated that the non-negotiable theological positions in everything they
do are: Jesus gets all the glory, everything is Christ-centered. Jesus is Lord.
In asking about the pastor’s leadership style, the pastor stated that it is to be an
agent of change and encouragement. Through the pastor’s leadership, the lay leaders are
more confident today in becoming a vital congregation once again. Five years ago, there
were doubts and discouragement because of past struggles, e.g., “we tried it before; it
didn’t work.” The pastor stated that he responded to that by reframing the history of the
church by speaking to why it did not work as opposed to blaming the lack of willingness
to work for change. The pastor gave the church a new language to describe their past as a
process of learning rather than a failure.
Since then, they have launched a new modern worship service that is attracting
younger and diverse families. The next step is to become a bilingual church, the pastor
stated.
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Focus Group Findings
The focus group stated that church decline was due to change in the demographics
of the community. Growth became stagnant, and consequently, the church began to
decline. People at the time did not want to hear about change. The status-quo was
comfortable with no talk about growth. The church was big enough, so they did not “need
to reach new people to sustain their ministries.”
In asking them what had been the contributing factors for the church to begin a
turnaround process, they made the following statements:
•

More intentionality from the pulpit, the pastor leading the change enthusiastically.

•

Realizing that all people need to hear the message of Jesus.

•

Recognizing that that the neighbor next door does not “look like me.”

•

Realizing that diversity is unavoidable. Being more intentional about reaching
new and diverse people.

•

Use of intentional language among staff and leaders to navigate change and keep
a positive and hopeful attitude as they continued to move forward. (When they
received negative comments, they were able to offer consistent answers since
staff/leaders were of one mind.)

•

The five pillars were a critical part of this process: worship, discipleship,
missions, evangelism, and family building ministries.

•

The start of the turnaround process was marked by definition of their values,
identity, and DNA, and they began to dwell on that. They did not change who
they were, but how they lived into those values in new ways. Not changing the
church, but renewing the expressions of the church.
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•

Encouraged members to get involved in committees, ministries.

•

Encouraged more transparency. People were encouraged to ask questions about
anything.

•

Leadership team worked through a lot of the issues together to set up each other
for success.

•

Fostering healthy, honest, vulnerable, and transparent conversations among each
other, for example, “I struggle with your personality…” Things changed after that
and people started to care for each other and trust each other. This was a critical
point as they were moving forward and through change. It allowed for healthy
communication and trust in each other. Honest, transparent trust began to trickle
into other leaders and the church.

•

People were empowered to make decisions in their area. They were not told what
to do.

•

Since they shared a common vision and trusted each other, the leadership was
shared more.

•

The pastor provided guidance. When people had complaints, leaders had a
common front/agreement that made things better.
Church B
Pastor Interview Findings

The current pastor came in January 2015 after what he said was the worst period
in the church’s history. An exodus had taken place, and the church ended with a $75,000
deficit by the end of 2014. The church struggled financially and had no sense of identity.
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The current pastor was appointed to turn around the church. He stated that for the
first three years, he focused on doing everything he could to give the church hope and
purpose. He described this season as a “whatever it takes” one.
During the first six months, the pastor stated that he focused on convincing them
that they were alive. He noted that although people were discouraged, they were hungry
and ready to go with a new vision to revitalize the church.
The pastor started by listening to people’s concerns and ideas while asking every
Sunday: “What’s the one thing God has for this church?”
During this time of recovering their identity and finding new hope, people were
given the opportunity to tell their stories. People that left started coming back. At that
point, the church knew they were going to make it. This was an encouraging moment in
the life of the church.
The pastor honored their stories and concerns, and that freed people from past
disappointments.
After the first six months, the pastor then started a process of praying, listening,
and discerning about “what is a disciple?” The pastor discerned with the church leaders
the following about discipleship: Learning, sharing, and serving.
After this process of discernment, they decided that the church was going to be a
well-educated church in the Bible and the story of Jesus. The pastor challenged the
church to “become the most educated Christians that influence the world around to
empower other people to become disciples and be successful in their lives.”
Along with this, the pastor also challenged the church to be fully committed and
invested in the work of God through the church. He stated that he would say: “you are not
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going to get the best of the church and grow in your faith if you are not deeply invested.
Grow in your faith and relationship with God so you can share God’s love with others.”
The pastor used a strategy based on The Simple Church model by the Healthy
Church Initiative in the North Texas Conference. He stated that the main emphasis was
that instead of having a different event for everything you do, you take a streamlined
approach and do not replicate activities, and focus on spiritual growth as oppose to
activity busyness.
All these different approaches and strategies provided common language and
patterns to find a pathway to turn around. It was not about “how much we do but why are
we doing what we do,” the pastor stated. They focused on discipleship growth rather than
more activities. “What we do matters, so we need to ask ourselves why we do what we
do” the pastor would tell the church. Since then (2015), about 400 people have joined the
church.
The first three years were about healing and recovering their identity and purpose;
the present time is about continuing to excite people about their future by being a
visionary leader that empowers the church to do ministry and serve the community.
The pastor stated that the church shares a theology of grace, centered around the
lordship of Jesus and the Wesleyan way of salvation. Everything is rooted in Jesus and
his grace.
The pastor also shared that their core leadership focus is: clarifying and
simplifying the vision; focusing on spiritual growth; making church joyful; and, avoiding
becoming internal looking by looking outside.
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Focus Group findings:
The focus group stated that the decline of the church was due to a void in
leadership and past internal church conflict. There were power struggles and conflict was
not handled well by leaders and pastors. They emphasized that, until recent years (prior to
2015), leadership had been a critical part of the success or decline of the church. The
church has always been willing to do ministry, but “when we did not have the leadership
to lead us into that pathway,” the church became stagnant. For many years, the focus
shifted to what was not going right in the church (inwardly) and stopped being on
mission with the community.
During the decline, the leadership was not helpful during times of transition, were
not helpful to help the church see and appreciate the possibilities the church had. This
triggered behavior of division as in “us vs. them” between the groups that wanted to lead
change, and they were not able to see the vision. Lack of leadership in this area caused
people to be against each other. The pastors were not able to bring people together with a
common vision, and people began to take sides among themselves. There were politics
and power dynamics that caused the church to decline.
The focus group stated that “the focus got off from the mission but more about
what they wanted: us vs. them.” The leadership could not bring people together but tried
to please everyone. There was no vision but several opinions of what people thought the
church ought to be. They said, “we spent a lot of time wandering around in different
directions.”
Only a handful of people were doing the work/ministry. People were not
encouraged to get involved. The “power” was not shared. The vision was too broad and
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not grounded. People did not agree with the Vision but constantly wanted to change it.
They noted that during this church period, there was “not consistent visioning but
pleasing behavior.”
Today the difference is how the leadership handles people’s wants. Before,
leaders would say yes to everything. Today, there is a clear vision that people are invited
to follow and commit to.
In asking them what have been the contributing factors for the church to begin a
turnaround process, they made the following statements:
•

Getting the right leader to make us believe that God had a purpose for our church
and that would bring us together to do ministry.

•

Everyone used to say, “we are not ready, we can’t,” but then the next pastor
helped them believed that they can and in their potential.

•

People shifted from “this is your ministry, your service, your thing” to “this is our
church, our ministry, our responsibility.”

•

An energized and inspiring worship, better leadership development systems,
better structures and communication between committees and ministries.

•

Groups are intentionally diverse and “intercrossing,” by that, they mean
overlapping and intersecting between ministries so that there is representation in
every area, leading to a diversity of ideas –not control by a few individuals
anymore. The work is shared and spread better.

•

The church is open to discussing ideas rather than a few telling people what to do.

•

Three key elements in the church: Sermon, worship, small groups.
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•

Staff and committee meetings are not contentious and depressing anymore.
People are joyful because the pastor is joyful and encouraging. Now there is
cohesiveness and laughter.

•

The current pastor helped to put the pieces together and help people to work
together to see the bigger picture which has empowered and encouraged them to
see the vision.
Overall, the mentality and spiritual wellness of the church shifted. Stagnation was

not only in the numbers but in the attitude and encouragement of people for their church.
A turnaround took place not only in numbers but in people’s attitude, behaviors, and
mentality.
Church C
Pastor Interview Findings

The current pastor has been serving the church since 2006. The pastor stated that
the community is one of the fastest growing places in America. Many people have been
moving there. This has been a significant contributor to church growth.
Since he has been leading the church, they have added three additional worship
services and have bought land and property to create new spaces for new people (a new
youth ministry center, for example). This has allowed the growth to continue. The church
has doubled the size in the last 10 years.
The church is not only growing in numbers but also in ministry to the community.
They adopted an elementary school and have an active role in supporting community
events. Their intentionality of being involved in the community has made the church
known as a church that cares for neighbors. The community and organizations call the
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pastor to pray and participate in a variety of community events. The church is respected.
The church has claimed this and has shaped their identity and purpose.
This behavior is reflective of what the pastor said he brought with him as a new
vision for the church, “Proclaiming that God is love and sharing that love with the
community.” This vision involves, the pastor stated, a Christ-centered teaching, strong
worship, intentional discipleship, and caring for the community.
The pastor stated that the church is Wesleyan Methodist in their theology,
emphasizing the doctrine of the table of grace (communion with open table), and the
calling of disciples of Jesus Christ out to the world. This approach is helping people grow
in their discipleship, sustaining strong spiritual health based on love, grace, invitation,
welcome, and being relevant to the community.
In regard to leadership development, the pastor stated that he empowers leaders to
lead out of their own calling. Since there is a clear and shared vision and mission, people
naturally align with that. People are empowered, and they know they are empowered.
They never have to wait for a decision from the administrative board to move forward.
The pastor stated that leaders are “creating a ministry in the front lines.” This has allowed
the church and leadership to spend less time planning and more time executing.
The pastor also shared their core theological positions as “God is love, perfectly
revealed through Jesus Christ.” They are Christ-centered and teach Scripture and
proclaim Jesus as Lord.
The pastor stated that they have been able to maintain church growth in the last 10
years because they are always asking: what is the next thing that God is calling us to do?
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Because the church is always looking for what is next, they are constantly renewing
every two years, the pastor said.
Focus Group Findings
The Focus Groups shared their story and the historic aspect of the church and
their long presence in the community. They spoke about “ups and downs” throughout the
years (mainly stagnation rather than decline), and how at one point most churches were
fleeing to major streets and avenues (following suburban growth) since their local
community was small, economically stagnant, and changing demographics. However,
this church did not even have conversations about moving; it was never brought up. They
stayed in ministry in their community, and now they are one of the major forces
benefiting the community. The critical turnaround took place around the mid-1990s when
the church decided to renew their efforts and expand their ministries toward the
community.
In recent years, before the time of the current pastor, there were hard times in
deciding about the future of the congregation, in dealing with facilities and new projects.
In sharing about the contributing factors that have helped them sustain church
growth, they stated the following:
•

During challenging times, the church was supported by episcopal leadership to
help discern and work a plan to recover vitality.

•

The main concern and solutions came through pastoral leadership.

•

There has been in recent years renewal in the community as well: new businesses
that have led to a renewed economy.
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•

The church is described as very committed and convicted to be part of the
community, to be there in their midst. While other churches were moving away,
they decided to stay. This, over time, gave them validity before the community.

•

The church now tells the story to new comers: the church is here because an
intentional decision during difficult times to stay.

•

The generations of the church have cared for the community in critical times. The
church has a strong connection with the community, and the community knows it.

•

The church’s character is missional beginning with their immediate community.
The church committed resources, personnel, and efforts to the community. The
community knows this and honors it too.

•

A theological character of invitation, inclusion, welcome that is based on the love
and grace of God: love God as we love our neighbors. People are discipled in this
theological framework of love and mission.

•

Discipleship is understood as evangelistic, missional, welcoming, inclusive,
Christ-centered. Sharing the heart of Christ in their community is at the core. For
this to happen, one first needs to have the heart of Christ which means growing in
grace and love. Then, one needs to embrace the call to share this love with others,
so there is an equipping side that the church offers for this to happen.

•

The church leadership intentionally apply the heart of Christ in all situations and
ministry in order to discern how God is leading them and calling them to what is
next.
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•

A core belief is that people are allowed and encouraged to think and lead. This
has made the church strong, vital, and growing. The church grows because people
themselves are growing.

•

The larger body of the church strives to find common ground by affirming the
work of God in one another. The pastor models and leads in this way which is
then reflected in the broader church too. People are allowed, invited to articulate
the story of the church in their own words so they can claim it for themselves, to
be their own story too.

•

The church is driven by what is happening in and outside the church as opposed
to a predetermined idea from the top. When the church discerns “what is the next
thing” (pastor’s words), it had already started to happen among the people and has
been recognized by the church.

•

The willingness to make adjustments and changes during major projects has
allowed the church to thrive and be creative in doing ministry. The pastor has
been a skillful leader in leading the church during the changes.

•

A deep profound change has taken place both in the community and church. “The
growth has been messy, chaotic and holy,” they stated.

•

The right pastor for the right season, with the skills to navigate change and
channel all the energy (positive and negative) in the right ways and manners.

•

This church has a remarkable awareness that something special is happening
there. People are happy and excited to be there. Further, every Sunday the pastor,
leaders, deliver the best experience that sustains the feeling of “something special
is happening here.” A spiritual vitality that is exciting.
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Summary of Major Findings
This research work was designed to identify common patterns across turnaround
churches and contributing factors. The three studied churches shared three common
patterns and similar contributing factors.
Common Patterns:
1. Christ-centered.
2. Authentic Worship.
3. Kingdom Generosity.
Contributing Factors:
4. Proclamation of Jesus as Lord.
5. Intentional and committed discipleship processes.
6. Invested in caring for the community in tangible ways.
7. Right pastoral leadership.
The three common patterns were established through the online survey. The seven
contributing factors were discerned through the pastor and focus group interviews. The
contributing factors were synthetized and analyzed through the recurrent themes that
were consistently highlighted in the all three churches in the focus group interviews.
Church A had 5 people interviewed; Church B had 6 people interviewed; and, Church
C had 6 people interviewed (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.1. Common Patterns.
Church A scores

Church B scores

Church C scores

(# of Participants: 7)

(# of Participants: 86)

(# of Participants: 66)

Christ Centeredness

4.3

4.6

4.6

Vision Clarity

3.7

4.2

4.1

Authentic Worship

4.1

4.3

4.5

Spiritual Formation

3.6

4.2

4

Covenant Community

3.4

3.9

3.9

Leadership Development

3.9

4.2

4.4

Lay Mobilization

3.3

4

4

Effective Systems

3.9

4.2

4.1

Kingdom Generosity

4.4

4.5

4.3

Missional Impulse

3.7

4

4

Questions Categories
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Table 4.2. Contributing Factors and Recurring Themes.

Focus Group
Interview
Contributing
Factors
•
•

•
Proclamation
of Jesus

•

•

•
Intentional
Discipleship
•

•
•
Invested in the
Community

Church A
Recurring Statements

Church B
Recurring Statements

Church C
Recurring Statements

# of Participants 5

# of Participants 6

# of Participants 6

All people need to
hear the message of
Jesus.
Not changing the
church, but renewing
the expressions of the
church through a
renewed faith in Jesus
and God’s love.
Centered in the
Lordship of Jesus to
point people to God
and make them
disciples of Jesus
Christ.
Jesus gets all the
glory; everything is
Christ centered.

•

Used intentional
language to keep a
positive and hopeful
attitude through
discipleship processes
Fostering healthy,
honest, vulnerable,
and transparent
conversations among
each other.
We help build
families.

•

Intentionally reaching
out and welcoming
diverse people.
Helping people know
the Lord Jesus.

•

•
•

A theology of grace,
centered around the
lordship of Jesus and
the Wesleyan way of
salvation.
Everything is rooted
in Jesus and his grace.
A church welleducated in the Bible
and the story of Jesus.

•

•

•

•

•

People shifted from
“this is your ministry,
your service, your
thing” to “this is our
church, our ministry,
our responsibility.”
Empower people to
become disciples and
be successful in their
lives.

•

•

•

•
•

Relevant to the
community needs
Engaged in the needs
of families from
community
Constantly discerning
how the church can
help address
challenges the

•

•

The proclamation is
done enthusiastically
as if there was
someone there who
will hear the Good
News for the first
time.
The vision and
mission of the
churches and their
ministries are rooted
in a Christology of
grace, redemption,
and new life.
Discipleship is
understood as sharing
the heart of Christ
with all people.
Leadership applies
the heart of Christ in
all situations
They have designed
discipleship systems
to walk people
through a meaningful
and empowering
discipleship journey.
One of their main
concerns is spiritual
growth that is
reflected in loving the
community.
Discipleship is
understood as sharing
the heart of Christ
with all people.
Rather than being
inward oriented, they
have become a
critical and positive
force in their
communities.
The church has cared
for the community in
critical times.
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community may be
facing.

•
•

The pastor leads
change
enthusiastically.
The pastor provided
guidance.

•

•

•

Right Pastoral
Leadership

•
•

•

•
•

Pastoral leadership
was critical to
encourage, inspire,
empower, and lead
change with vision
and purpose in their
congregations.
Right pastor to make
us believe that God
had a purpose for our
church
A pastor who brings
us together to do
ministry.
Pastor helped the
church believe in
their potential.
People are joyful
because the pastor is
joyful and
encouraging.
The current pastor
helped to put the
pieces together and
helped people to work
together.
Pastor helped the
church to see the big
picture.
Pastor empowered
and encouraged the
church to see the
vision.

•
•

•

Solutions came
through pastoral
leadership.
The pastor has been a
skillful leader who
led the church during
the changes.
The right pastor for
the right season
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CHAPTER 5
LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
Many churches are struggling to maintain a healthy growing ministry and are on
the pathway to closure and discontinuance of the congregation. However, there are
congregations that have managed to reverse the declining trend and turn around back to
vitality.
This research work focused on learning from turnaround churches the theology
and systems that have contributed to their turnaround success. The research work focused
on identifying common patterns across turnaround churches that had an increase in
attendance in at least the past five years. These common patterns were analyzed to
identify the theological and system factors and behaviors that contributed to the
turnaround.
In this chapter, I present the seven major findings that were present in the research
churches. I present the first three of the major findings as the “common patterns”
between the studied churches, and, the last four of the major findings, as the
“contributing factors” for the turnaround.
These valuable insights helped identify behaviors that may contribute to a
declining congregation and behaviors that may lead them back to vitality and growth.
Major Findings
First Finding
A major finding that was a common pattern across the studied turnaround
churches was their Christ-centeredness value. The three studied churches scored the
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highest in this area. “Christ Centeredness” was defined as effectively reflecting and
proclaiming Jesus Christ in all that they do.
This common pattern contributed to specific factors that all three churches shared:
a theological understanding of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior with an enthusiastic
proclamation of the Good News. In addition, they had a commitment to intentional
discipleship processes designed to help people grow and find their calling as disciples of
Jesus Christ.
The churches also shared concern and commitment for healthy spirituality and
growth based on the centeredness in Christ.
There were three different aspects from the Literature Review that were present in
the research churches that relate to this common pattern: (1) a commitment to learn, obey,
and apply the teachings of Jesus; (2) a pursuit for holistic renewal (personal, corporate,
conceptual, structural, and missional) (Snyder 285-291); and, (3) a systemic change that
was gospel and mission-driven causing a paradigm shift from preservation to missional.
The biblical and theological framework of this research concluded that the church
exists for the purposes of God, that God’s mission is to bring healing and reconciliation
to the world, and that the church was instituted by God to accomplish this mission. The
success of the church to carry God’s mission is contingent upon faithfulness to God’s
Word, and church vitality is directly proportional to the spiritual health of the
congregation. Ultimately, the proclamation of Jesus’ teachings along with evident fruits
of the Spirit are the life-giving and health-sustaining factors for the church.
A particular observation I made during the pastor’s and the focus groups’
interviews that reflected this behavior (Christ-centeredness), was the interaction between
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them and the manners by which they referred to the church, their community, and overall
ministries of the congregation. The language was positive, graceful, and mission-driven. I
observed that they considered themselves servants and facilitators of God’s mission
rather than the “people in charge.” The atmosphere during these sessions was healthy,
comfortable, kind, and encouraging.
Second Finding
A second major finding that was a common pattern across the studied turnaround
churches was their Authentic Worship value. The three studied churches scored the
second highest in this area. “Authentic Worship” was defined as actively engaging in
personal and corporate worship, with the church offering dynamic worship opportunities
to connect with God in community
This second common pattern is a product or direct result of the first major finding:
their love for God and understating of Jesus as Lord and Savior. What makes worship
authentic in these faith communities is the Christ-centeredness. They gathered to
proclaim the Good News and to express devotion to God through prayers, fellowship, and
song.
The Literature Review observed that a church is unhealthy due to spiritual anemia
or spiritual malnourishment. This happens when the gospel of Jesus Christ is not the main
and guiding factor in the church’s life and mission. The signs of spiritual anemia are
evident when a church is more concerned about comforts, catering to people, and selfpreservation. This was not observed in the research churches. The online survey and the
interviews with pastors and leaders produced clear evidence that the congregations were
vital because they had a clear understanding of their calling to serve.
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Ross and Crandall express this when they talk about spiritual wellness in
turnaround churches. Ross notes that leading a turnaround church “is an adventure in
resurrection, and the Holy Spirit is better at raising the dead” (109). Crandall writes too,
“The work of the Spirit who brings new life to old and troubled churches is connected to
the lives of men and women of faith who lead God’s people to a new vision, a new hope,
and a new identity” (Crandall 67). Both agree that the essence of turnaround churches is
strong spiritual wellness.
This spiritual wellness shaped their worship experiences in how the worship is
planned by pastors, staff, and leaders, and is received and offered by the congregation.
In addition, the Literature Review also saw that a declining church commonly
shares a watered-down theology through a Moralistic Therapeutic Deism teaching (Dean
12). However, as observed before, these congregations shared a strong commitment to
high-expectation discipleship centered around Jesus’ teachings and not personal
comforts. Since the Holy Spirit works through the proclamation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the worship experiences in these congregations are powerful encounters with God
through the ministration of the Holy Spirit by the proclamation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ.
In this regard, the biblical and theological framework of this research proposes
that a healthy spirituality is a key factor for church vitality. If congregants are
experiencing a powerful encounter with God through worship, one that is based on
centeredness in Christ, this empowers the church for growth, vision, and purpose, which
ultimately sets the congregation for the turnaround process.
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Third Finding
A third major finding that was a common pattern across the studied turnaround
churches was their Kingdom Generosity value. The three studied churches scored the
third highest in this area. “Kingdom Generosity” was defined as being intentional about
good stewardship and the impact it has on building and sustaining a healthy church that
reflects God’s Kingdom.
This third common pattern is also a product or a direct result of the first major
finding: their love for God and understating of Jesus as Lord and Savior. What makes
people be generous and support the ministries and mission of the church is their Christcenteredness. As they gather to proclaim the Good News and to express devotion to God
through prayers, fellowship, and song, they also give joyfully and sacrificially to provide
for the needs of the church, people in their community, and other missions. Through the
online survey and the pastors’ and focus groups’ interviews, it was observed that the
churches operate with integrity, transparency, and accountability, and practice generosity
in all the aspects of their church life. This provided for a healthy environment of trust and
shared responsibility for the success of the mission of the church: everyone is involved
and responsible.
The Literature Review observed that a dysfunction in the church is a self-serving
attitude and behavior. The story of the Tower of Babel served as an example to describe
this claim. In this story, the people gathered to build a tower that would reach out to the
heavens (or God), but that ultimately it would serve to honor themselves by putting their
name on top of it. In essence, a tower mentality seeks to serve oneself but has God (or the
heavens) as an excuse.
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In the biblical and theological framework of this research, I proposed that a
healthy spirituality is a key factor for church vitality. I observed that Kingdom Generosity
is a tangible and critical behavior that may reflect the wellness of a congregation.
These churches—in contrast to the “Tower Church” that I mentioned in Chapter
2—practiced stewardship as part of living out a kenotic life: serving God and each other.
They contributed their finances to their congregations, not as a transaction but as an act of
service and worship. Their high commitment to Christ and the mission of the church,
combined with a strong trust in each other and their leadership, served as a critical factor
for people to be self-giving and generous.
In addition, it was also observed that the churches were not doing more just for
the sake of it, but were intentional about accomplishing more, of getting measurable
results. This was also a factor for people who feel confident in their giving, knowing that
is making a tangible impact in their churches and communities.
In my interaction with pastors and church leaders through the interview process, I
observed that stewardship or giving is not seen as a transaction but as an opportunity to
participate in what God is doing. The interviewees shared an attitude of joy and
gratefulness toward their church, honoring their trust and sacrificial giving.
Fourth Finding
The following findings now refer to the contributing factors behind the common
patterns across the studied turnaround churches. The fourth finding was the Proclamation
of Jesus as Lord. This finding expresses and reflects the theological emphasis and
character of the church that has informed their behavior.
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The three studied churches shared a deep commitment to the proclamation of
Jesus as Lord and the redemptive message of the gospel. The churches have the
proclamation of Jesus as Lord and Savior as a central practice. Both pastors and focus
groups mentioned that the proclamation of the gospel is done enthusiastically as if there
was someone there who will hear the Good News for the first time, and an invitation is
offered every week for anyone who wishes to commit to Jesus. The churches shared a
vision and mission that are rooted in a Christology of grace, redemption, and new life.
This factor has had a direct correlation or positive impact on their commitment to
discipleship, worship, and mission.
In the Literature Review in Chapter 2, I used the example of a “Tower vs.
Temple,” in which a Tower refers to the story of the Tower of Babel and represents a
spirit of independence and pride in oneself, while a Temple is a place where people
submit to the Spirit and Word of God and experience new life. Macchia talks about this
and states that church health is related to the church’s understanding of the Lordship of
Jesus. He said, “One of the greatest sins in churches today is the spirit of independence…
Only when God helps us release the independent spirit that keeps us from understanding
his love and lordship in our lives, then he is free to live through us” (29, 32).
This fourth finding of the Proclamation of Jesus as Lord is a powerful
contributing factor that has led the three churches to a spiritual revival and a turnaround.
The biblical and theological framework of this research argues that if the belief
and proclamation of Jesus as Lord is not present in the church, the Spirit of God
withdraws. Lordship, as explained in Chapter 2, involves submission and obedience to
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the teachings of Jesus (Luke 6:46 “why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord’ and yet don’t do
what I tell you?”).
Also, in Ezekiel 37, the story of the dry bones refers to this idea of the Word
giving life to death. I argued in Chapter 2 that right belief in Jesus and obedience to
God’s Word are essential elements for spiritual wellness and revival.
In Church C, they stated that “the church leadership intentionally applies the heart
of Christ in all situations and ministry in order to discern how God is leading them and
calling them to what is next.” The pastor of Church B also explained, “[our] theology of
grace [is] centered around the lordship of Jesus and the Wesleyan way of salvation.
Everything is rooted in Jesus and his grace.” The pastor of Church A said as well, “the
non-negotiable theological positions in everything they do are these two: Jesus gets all
the glory, and everything is Christ centered.” This relates directly to the First Finding of a
common pattern: Christ-centeredness.
This contributing factor is a significant finding that is also a recurrent theme
across turnaround churches. A good summary of the three churches’ responses to the
research is in what the pastor of Church C said, “God is love, perfectly revealed through
Jesus Christ. [We] are Christ-centered and teach Scripture and proclaim Jesus as Lord.”
Fifth Finding
A fifth major finding, that also refers to the contributing factors behind the
common patterns across the studied turnaround churches, was an Intentional and
Committed Discipleship Process.
This finding is a direct outcome of everything that has been mentioned before (1st
-4th findings). For example, Church B said that their pastor challenged them to “become
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the most educated Christians that influence the world around to empower other people to
become disciples and be successful in their lives.” This congregation, along with the
other two studied churches, made clear their decision to educate and support their people
in becoming a well-educated church in the Bible and the story of Jesus. This again
connects us back to the Fourth Finding, where the Proclamation of Jesus as Lord is
central, and as such, it permeates, informs, and defines everything else.
It was easily observed that the three churches had, as a core value, a committed
and invested discipleship vision for the church. The three of them had designed
discipleship systems to walk people through a meaningful and empowering discipleship
journey.
In the Literature Review, I argued that discipleship is a transformational process
that leads to new life, and, in the case of declining churches, to a revival. I referenced
Tom Rainer when he spoke on the issue,
[People] desire to be a part of a church that makes the difference. They
want to be involved in small groups, Sunday school, and ministry. They
want to participate in a church that has clear direction and vision. And
they do not mind, indeed they desire, churches that expect them to do
ministry for God in the church where they met Christ. (Rainer 124)
The three churches have well-organized discipleship processes and a clear vision of why
these elements are critical for the life of the church. For Church C, discipleship is
understood as evangelistic, missional, welcoming, inclusive, and Christ-centered. This
same understanding was noted in Churches A and B as they explained how their people
are discipled in the theological framework of love and mission.
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This Fifth Finding revealed a deep concern in the three studied churches for the
well-being of their people and how they are growing spiritually and in the knowledge of
Jesus Christ, that in turn they can reflect God’s love into their community.
This finding has direct correlation to or positive impact on their commitment to
the life and ministries of the church; hence, the Kingdom Generosity common pattern, for
example, is important.
The theological framework of this thesis referenced this element as a critical
behavior of turnaround churches. The biblical argument was made in relation to church
health that learning and following the precepts of God make for a healthy church. Rick
Warren argued on this topic when he said that “the key issue for churches in the twentyfirst century will be church health, not church growth” (17).
This Fifth Finding teaches that a contributing factor for turnaround churches is to
have an intentional and committed discipleship process as a core issue of vitality with the
vision to embody the mission of God. This is also what Hirsch notes in regard to
discipleship when he argues that discipleship was the very task on which Jesus focused
his efforts and invested most of his time and energy (110).
Sixth Finding
A sixth major finding behind the common patterns across the studied turnaround
churches was the contributing factor of being Invested in Caring for the Community. The
three studied churches shared a strong practiced theology. Their theological behavior
reflected what they said in regard to their love for God and their commitment to bring the
Good News to their community. During this turnaround process, they have become a
critical and positive presence and influence in their communities.
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The focus group of Church B stated that before their turnaround, “the focus got
off from the mission and that it was more about what they wanted rather than what God
was calling them to do.” Since then, “people shifted from this is your ministry, your
service, your thing” to “this is our church, our ministry, our responsibility [for the
mission of God].”
The three studied churches shared similar shifting behaviors from “what we want”
to “what God is calling us to…” Church C, for example, decided to stay in their
community when most churches were moving out to the suburbs, and, because of that,
they gained respect in their community that has enabled them to have active roles and
influence in everything that happens in their community.
The Literature Review referenced this contributing factor as a critical outcome
that shows vital church health. Stetzer and Dodson studied and learned from 300
churches how they managed to turnaround. They make a similar observation to
Rainer’s—“[People] desire to be a part of a church that makes the difference” (Rainer
124)—when they stated that,
[C]omeback churches are defined by their attitude towards Scripture and
the mission of the church … The real issue is whether your church is
biblically faithful, acting as the presence of Christ in the community at
large, able to relate Christ to people in culture, and is on mission. (Stetzer
and Dodson 4)
This Sixth Finding, therefore, observed that a contributing factor for a turnaround
is when a church experiences a revival of the faith that leads them to an empowering
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passion, urgency, and commitment to reach out to the world, to new people, with the
Good News of Jesus Christ.
Seventh Finding
The last and seventh major finding, behind the common patterns across the
studied turnaround churches, was the contributing factor of having the Right Pastoral
Leadership. In the three studied churches, the turnaround began with the coming of a new
pastor. They stated that the right pastoral leadership was critical to encourage, inspire,
empower, and lead change with vision and purpose in their congregations.
The three churches had significant similarities in this area. The focus group of
Church A shared that, under the new pastoral leadership, they were finally able to
overcome years of unhealthy behaviors and discouragement. They explained how their
current pastor helped start the turnaround process by “engaging in a discerning process of
defining their values, identity, DNA.” The pastor “did not try to change who they were,
but how they lived into those values in new ways.” They shared how positive it was to
them for the pastor not to try changing the church but “renewing the expressions of the
church.” They also noted that the pastor encouraged transparency and for people to ask
questions about anything.
This was the case also for Church B. They expressed how their pastor
“encourages open discussion of ideas rather than telling people what to do.” This, they
said, “changed the culture of the church in how to handle communication issues and even
conflict.” They stated that staff and committee meetings are not “contentious and
depressing anymore” and that people are “joyful because the pastor is joyful and
encouraging.” They were excited in sharing how the current pastor helped to put the
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pieces together and helped people to work together to see the bigger picture which has
empowered and encouraged them to see the vision.
Church C shared similar observations with Church A and B. The focus group
noted that they received the “right pastor for the right season, with the skills to navigate
change and channel all the energy (positive and negative) in the right ways and manners.”
They appreciated how the pastor intentionally applied the heart of Christ in all situations
and ministry in order to discern how God is leading them and calling them to what is
next. A core belief their current pastor has fostered among them is that people are
“allowed and encouraged to think and lead.”
They believed that this attitude and behavior has made the church strong, vital,
and growing. “The church grows because people themselves are growing and happy as
they do so.”
In the Literature Review, I observed that Pastoral leadership in a turnaround
church is characterized by pastors intentionally nurturing and developing people to
provide systemic transformational leadership that aligns with the mission of the church of
making disciples of Jesus Christ. The health of the church is directly related to the health
of the leaders, in this case, spe ifically the pastors’. Macchia expressed this when he said,
“If a church is to be healthy and vital, it needs to be led by a pastor and leadership team
who are themselves pursuing health in their lives and in their shared leadership capacity”
(16).
In this regard, healthy spiritual leadership is about leading people in accordance
with God’s vision for their lives in a moral and ethical manner, which is what appeared to
be the case in the three turnaround churches of this study.
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I noted in Chapter 2 also what Blackaby and Blackaby tell us about this,
Spiritual leaders seek God’s will, whether it is for their church or for their
corporation, and then they marshal their people to pursue God’s plan. The key to
spiritual leadership, then, is for spiritual leaders to understand God’s will for them
and for their organizations. (23)
This seventh finding of a contributing factor that helped the churches turn around
explained how the pastors in these three turnaround churches were not “super pastors”
but pastors who were deeply committed to Jesus, to his teachings, who had deep love and
compassion for people, who were experienced in dealing with conflict and
communicating with people, who had a vision for what the church could be and do next,
and who knew how to inspire and encourage everyone to join the work of the church. All
these elements made for healthy pastoral leadership.
Ministry Implications of the Findings
The implications of the findings of this research contribute to further study and
understanding of critical factors that support the turnaround of declining or plateauing
congregations.
The findings of this study provide a framework for discussions around the subject
of church dysfunctions and vitality. They facilitate conversations to discern theological
attitudes and behaviors of churches that may not be sustaining healthy and faithful
ministry.
Since this study and research work aim to understand factors that contributed to
the turnaround of churches, its goal is to encourage the possibility and potentiality of any
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congregation to recover vitality and purpose in their ability to continue carrying out
God’s mission.
In my thesis, I laid out an understanding of the character and mission of the
church as the basis to discern church vitality. I then presented, under the category of
church dysfunctions, conditions that lead to church decline as a way to understand the
factors that negatively impact the spiritual health of the church.
The premise of this study is that the basis for a turnaround is a strong and clear
spiritual vitality centered around obedience to Jesus’ teachings. The Holy Spirit then
guides the church in discerning the mission of God and its particular calling to carry on
the Kingdom of God in their particular contexts.
In addition, the Seventh Finding in this chapter observed the critical aspect of
spiritual, visionary, and inspirational leadership. Pastoral leadership was a core element
for the turnaround. This was not simply a charismatic aspect or a business-savvy
professional trait, but the pastor as a spiritual leader who encouraged, guided, and
empowered others to be faithful and responsible disciples of Jesus Christ. Wood explains
this by saying, “Great churches are always founded on the shoulder of great leaders. And
great leaders have personal convictions that cannot be shaken” (31). This was expressed
in the focus group of Church C in this way, “The willingness [of the church] to make
adjustments and changes during major projects has allowed [us] to thrive and be creative
in doing ministry. The pastor has been a skillful leader to lead the church during the
changes.”
The movement of the church to reach out to new people, the commitment to the
discipleship processes, and the enthusiasm for the church’s future in the turnaround
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process were sustained because of a healthy and vital pastoral leadership that transferred
those elements (health and vitality) to the church.
Although these propositions are abstract in nature, they have tangible and
practical implications as learned from the researched churches. All three common
patterns (Christ-centeredness, Authentic Worship, Kingdom Generosity) along with the
contributing factors (Proclamation of Jesus as Lord, Intentional and Committed
Discipleship Processes, Invested in Caring for the Community, and Right Pastoral
Leadership), have a spiritual foundation. As I argued in my thesis, ultimately the
turnaround triggers are not methodology, strategy, or following particular models of
church vitality, but recovery of one’s own spiritual wellness through discernment and
reclaiming of one’s own calling to God’s mission (spiritual renewal that involves
personal, corporate, conceptual, structural, and missional transformation). This process is
the main macro factor in reclaiming purpose and aligning with the work of God.
This study may be used for initial processes of church vitality assessments and to
evaluate a turnaround pathway.
Limitations of the Study
The research work for this study included an online survey, an interview with the
senior or lead pastor, and a focus group conversation with leaders of the congregation.
The online survey was sent to members of the church via email, and they freely
chose to do it with me having no control or knowledge of who did it, except for the
number of people who completed it reported in the online survey. This is a limitation in
this study since no control environment existed to determine who would complete the
survey except for those in membership roll with email addresses.
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Another limiting aspect is the interview with pastors. Since I conducted this
research work in United Methodist congregations with an itinerant system for the clergy,
these interviewed pastors could be appointed to a different congregation at any moment.
A more constant factor perhaps is the leadership of the church, mainly the laity,
who participated in the focus groups’ interviews. However, this too is a limiting factor
since people often move or relocate.
Last, there were three churches studied in this research work. Two of them were
proactive in helping with the online survey sent to their congregants (86 and 66
participants respectively), but one was not successful in doing this with only 7
participants completing the online survey.
Unexpected Observations
An unexpected observation in the research work was the common pattern of
“Kingdom Generosity.” I never considered in this thesis that being generous, as a good
and sacrificial steward, was a critical sign of church vitality needed for a turnaround.
Although now it seems obvious, it was an important learning that came out of this
study. A biblical example of Kingdom Generosity is found in the early church in the
Book of Acts, where it is said that the church was generous in providing for the needs of
the people and supporting the ministry of the church (Acts 4:32-37).
This unanticipated finding provided new lenses to discern and understand church
health and vitality. Typically, many people dismiss the numbers as in “how much people
give” because money is not a spiritual factor. However, money and what we do with it
show spirituality in tangible ways. Kingdom Generosity was seen as a spiritual and
sacred practice through which people honored God and empowered the church to do
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ministry. They contributed their finances to their congregations, not as a transaction or a
payment to God or the church, but as an act of gratitude, service, and worship.
As observed in the Third Finding, their high commitment to Christ and the
mission of the church, combined in a strong trust in each other and their leadership,
served as a critical factor for people to be self-giving and generous.
Recommendations
After this research work, it is critical to study how churches can have serious and
honest conversations around church vitality and church dysfunctions. Although I
mentioned these subjects in my thesis, more work is needed to develop practical
processes for churches to endeavor in a turnaround pathway that deals with answering the
question: “what is wrong with us?”
Some starting conversations should take place around what I discerned to be the
two core and critical elements from this study: Christ-centeredness, and a healthy and
vital pastoral leadership.
In Chapter 2, I made the observation that spiritual wellness and empowerment is
contingent upon knowing Christ as Lord and doing what he says. Hence, by Christcenteredness, I mean our knowing God and our obedience to God’s wisdom and
teachings. Pastoral leadership is essential to encourage the church into this theological
behavior: acting as the church of Christ.
Nevertheless, pastoral leadership is not just about having a healthy and vital
spirituality, it also requires skills and positive mentality to handle conflict productively
and effectively, the stamina and vision to navigate change, and the wisdom to channel all
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the energy (positive and negative) in the right ways that would lead the church to Christ
and to accomplish the mission of God.
The theological behaviors observed as “common patterns” and “contributing
factors” were an outcome of these two core elements. People experienced Authentic
Worship because they knew who and why they were worshipping; people practiced
Kingdom Generosity because they knew why and for what purposes they were giving,
and their pastor gave them confidence in knowing the vision for the church was faithful;
and, people engaged in both discipleship processes and meeting the needs of the
community because they were just doing what Jesus said.
Based on this study, a turnaround process necessitates an honest assessment of
church vitality, particularly in regard to how they church interacts with the teachings of
Jesus. The churches studied here had a vibrant life because of a renewed belief in the
gospel and the mission of the church. A turnaround process also needs a pastor who is
passionate about Christ with a vision that is inspiriting and empowering others, and a
leader who models servanthood in positive and joyful ways that make the church a lifegiving and exciting place to belong.
Postscript
When I became aware of God’s love for me through Jesus Christ, my response
was, “thank you, I am yours.” Although I was raised in church and knew the Bible fairly
well, it was not until I was 17 years old that I learned of this love. After this, God guided
me in ways that I can only describe as miraculous to places and people that helped me
discern my calling and gave me wise counsel. All I wanted to do was to tell others of my
experience with God and of his love for all people.
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Through all of this, I learned how the Holy Spirit works truly in mysterious ways,
and that these workings are always to lead, sustain, and give life.
Now, as a pastor, I believe that the same goes for the church. A miraculous new
life and revival result when the people of God realize God’s love and are moved to love
him too. This is the foundation for church health and vitality: love for God that leads us
to love others too.
I chose this research subject because my love for God leads me to love and serve
the church of God. I have firsthand experience of churches losing all health and vitality
because they lost sight of God’s mission. Their faith became more about religious
practices and rituals than continuing to accomplish God’s mission by giving witness to
others beyond their church buildings. This is not an indictment of any kind, but a fair
observation that is pervasive. We get comfortable with our faith that it becomes an
accessory rather than a compelling calling.
The consequences of losing sight of God’s mission are many, but among them as
I mentioned in this research, is forgetting our purpose: why are we here? When churches
forget why they exist, they soon become self-centered and independent of God—a
Tower. This is a heartbreaking reality that ultimately leads churches to decline with an
inability to remain open for ministry.
I stated in this research work that the church exists for the purposes of God, and
this purpose is centered around the mission of God. This mission is to bring healing and
reconciliation to the world. This is what gives power to the church for it is God’s spiritual
agency in the world that functions as the platform for the proclamation of the revelation
of God through God’s Word. The goal of this proclamation as stated by Jesus, is to “give
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life abundantly” (John 10:10). A church that is missing this goal is failing to fulfil what it
was constituted to be. This the core message of the gospel, and when the church fails to
convey this message, it loses all power and vitality.
There are many reasons why a church fails to accomplish God’s mission and
purpose, and among them is a church malfunction as observed in this thesis: a spiritual
anemia, a watered-down theology, and an independence from God. The challenge with
the church missing the mark of God’s mission is it lacks the vision to achieve God’s
purposes.
However, there is always hope. I am convinced that God can bring back to life
even the most “bleached bones.” However, new life is always ahead, it cannot be found
without change. There is hope for any and all churches that may be missing the mark in
accomplishing the mission of God.
A first step is to be aware, understand, and assume the spiritual agency of the
church in the world. Second, a holistic renewal is needed: personal, corporate, structural,
and missional. Third, a healthy, transformational leadership is essential to help churches
recover and assume the mission and purposes of God once again.
It has always been God’s will to give us life. It has always been God’s will for all
of his plans to be successful in and through the church. For this, we must not lose sight of
our calling as God’s people.
As a father, this is a critical concern for I want my children to have a church too. I
am fully aware that the church that I serve is still standing because of faithful people who
remain steadfast to their love for God and their calling to be witnesses of such love to
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others. A question that I ask myself and that I pray many others would ask themselves too
is: am I leaving a church for the children to come after me?
Questions like this are critical for they encourage us to imagine the future, to see a
vision of what may be because of what we are allowing to be today.
Church growth, vitality, and, in this case, turnaround are consequences of actions
taken with responsibility by assuming the gospel of Jesus Christ in all of our dealings, by
loving God with all our heart, soul, and mind, and our neighbor as we love ourselves too.
A critical challenge for churches is to realize when they are declining, particularly
when they are able to “pay the bills” and have an external appearance of vitality.
This research gave me hope when I learned that churches that turn around do it
primarily because of their love for and commitment to Jesus.
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APPENDIX A
REMISSIONING ASSESSMENT / ONLINE SURVEY
You are invited to participate in a church online survey. This is a research project being
conducted by Edgar Bazan, a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological
Seminary. This research will study three United Methodist churches in the North Texas
area that were formerly plateauing or declining, but now have begun to grow. The survey
aims to learn about the contributing factors that led the church from plateauing
or declining to vitality. It should take approximately 20 minutes to complete.
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may refuse to take part in the research
or exit the survey at any time. All responses are strictly confidential and no names are
connected with responses given. By clicking on the link below and taking the survey,
you are consenting as a participant of the study.

Answer statements with:
Strongly Disagree – Disagree – Neutral – Agree – Strongly Agree
Christ Centered
1. Our church proclaims and exalts the name of Jesus Christ in our worship
services.
2. Our church makes Christ known among our people.
3. Our church leaders live out the message of Christ in their lives.
4. Our church keeps Christ as the center of all our ministries, programs, and/or small
groups.
5. The teaching of our church is thoroughly Christ-centered.
Clear Mission and Vision
1. Our church has a clear and compelling mission and vision.
2. The members of our church know and understand the mission and vision of our
church.
3. Our church’s mission and vision are based upon the Great Commission.
4. All of our church's ministries flow out of our mission and vision.
5. The people from the community that surrounds our church know the mission,
vision, and purpose of our church.
Dynamic Worship Services
1. People who attend our church connect regularly with God during our services.
2. God is glorified and exalted through our songs and hymns.
3. Our church intentionally reaches out and warmly welcomes newcomers and
visitors in our worship services.
4. Our church recognizes the sacraments as a vital part of our worship as a church.
5. Our church is known for its biblical and practical preaching.
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Connecting in Small Groups/Sunday School
1. Our church emphasizes the importance of meaningful relationships as vital for
discipleship.
2. Bible reading and exploration is an integral part of our Small Group/Sunday
School gatherings.
3. Our church effectively trains, coaches, and mentors our Small Group/Sunday
School leaders.
4. Prayer is a vital foundation for our Small Groups/Sunday School.
5. Our Small Groups/Sunday School gatherings foster a welcoming environment for
newcomers.
Leadership Development
1. Our church actively seeks to identify and raise up leaders from within the
congregation.
2. Our church's leaders are accountable to others and to the church as a whole.
3. Our church offers vibrant leadership training events and/or programs.
4. Our church sees leadership development as a priority.
5. The leaders in our church serve in areas that match their gifts, abilities, and
personalities.
Spiritual Formation
1. The leaders in our church serve in areas that match their gifts, abilities, and
personalities.
2. Our church provides easily accessible opportunities for people to learn how to
read and study the Bible.
3. Our church effectively disciples youth and children.
4. Our church informs our members of prayer needs and encourages members to
pray for one another.
5. Our church actively encourages and equips our members to pursue God’s will.
Effective Systems and Structures
1. The majority of our members understand the organizational structure of the
church.
2. Our church thinks and acts strategically about carrying out our ministry vision.
3. Our church actively and efficiently plans for the longevity of our ministry.
4. Our church constantly evaluates the effectiveness of our ministry and makes
appropriate adjustments for the future.
5. Each of our church's ministry programs and systems work together in unity to
accomplish our goals.
Mobilization of the Laity
1. Our church helps our people identify and use their gifts in the church.
2. Our church actively recruits, trains, and empowers volunteers to fulfill the
mission and vision of the church.
3. Our church clearly and consistently communicates the importance of church
membership.
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4. Our church seeks to affirm people as they serve for the mission of the church.
5. Our church encourages our people to work together as a team.
Kingdom Stewardship
1. Our church provides instruction on stewardship (giving joyfully and sacrificially)
for our people.
2. Our church gives consistently and generously to local and international missions.
3. Our church provides for people who are in need, both within the church and also
for those in the surrounding community.
4. Our church operates with financial integrity and accountability.
5. Our church models stewardship and generosity in clear ways.
Missional Focus
1. Our church identifies and seeks to meet needs of people in our surrounding
community.
2. Our members consistently reach out to unchurched people.
3. Our church members invite their unchurched friends to our church's
services/activities on a consistent basis.
4. Our church’s outreach efforts effectively reach and engage the unchurched.
5. Our church is actively involved in domestic and international missions.
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APPENDIX B
PROTOCOL FOR PASTOR AND FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS
You and your church have been asked to participate in this project because your church
was once declining or plateauing, but is now growing. A term that is typically used for
this type of churches is Turnaround Church, which refers to formerly plateauing
or declining congregations that managed to turnaround and are now experiencing vitality
and growth.
The goal of this research work is to identify common patterns of turnaround churches that
may provide valuable insights to help declining churches recognize potential behaviors
that may lead them back to vitality and growth.
1. What were the precipitating events (if any) that led to the plateauing or decline
and to the subsequent turnaround?
2. As you reflect on and contrast your church ten years ago to the way it is today,
what differences do you see? How would you describe differences in vision and
focus, communications and systems, spiritual insights, and discipleship growth? How
would you describe your church’s health five years ago and today? How are the
worship experience, the preaching, and teaching different five years ago and today?
3. How do you (both the participant and the church in general) understand
discipleship? How do you make disciples? What are the core (non-negotiable) and
defining theological positions or inclinations of your church? What are the key
spiritual practices of your church? What are the key ministries through which you
engage the community?
4. What is different in lay and clergy leadership between your church five years ago
and today? Are there different persons or personalities? How are attitudes and vision
different? What would you say is the most important commitment of your pastor(s)
and leaders as it relates to the work of the church?
5. How has the culture around the local community of the church changed during
this five-year period? How has that affected the church? Has the church changed
too? How have the economic opportunities and demographics changed?
6. What methodology did you use for this turnaround? Was there a specific plan or
program? Specifically, what in this plan helped with the turnaround? What were key
learnings, decisions, or processes that came out of that plan?
7. Were there any other contributing factors to the turnaround you have not
mentioned yet, e.g. did you get a new pastor, was there a major spiritual revival, did a
major housing development come in that bumped up attendance, etc.?
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APPENDIX C
CHURCH CONSENT FORM AND STATEMENT OF
CONFIDENTIALITY
I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary, and I am
conducting research on turnaround churches. I will be studying two to five United
Methodist churches in the North Texas area that were formerly declining but have begun
to grow. I am looking for common patterns, theological and systemic behaviors, and any
other factors that have contributed to the turnaround. I hope that principles can be
gleaned from this study that will help other declining churches begin the process toward
turnaround and growth.
I believe your church has the characteristics of a turnaround church that fit this research
work.
For this, I would like to ask for your permission to conduct an online survey with your
congregation, an interview with the pastor (you), and a focus group conversation with
people selected by the pastoral leadership of your church.
My goal for this project is to identify and study the common patterns and factors that
contributed to the turnaround of your church. All information gathered will be strictly
confidential and discarded once the research is concluded.
I would be glad to discuss this project with you in more detail personally if you would
like to.
I hope that I will be able to secure your approval, before I proceed further into this study,
by signing your name on line below.
Thank you and God Bless.
Rev. Edgar Bazan

I, _____________________________, hereby authorize Edgar Bazan to conduct his
research work at my church.

Signature:

Date:
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APPENDIX D
PASTOR CONSENT FORM AND STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY
I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary, and I am
conducting research on turnaround churches. I will be studying three to five United
Methodist churches in the North Texas area that were formerly plateauing or declining
but have begun to grow. I am looking for common patterns, theological and
systemic behaviors, and any other factors that have contributed to the turnaround. I hope
that principles can be gleaned from this study that will help other declining churches
begin the process toward turnaround and growth.
Since a candid discussion of factors that have caused stagnation or decline
and turnaround in your church can be sensitive issues for all involved, I want to assure
you that our conversations will be kept confidential. I do not want to jeopardize
your relationships within the church and, especially for pastors, your relationships
with supervisors and other persons outside the church.
Your commitment to this research is to meet with me for a one-time meeting,
between 1 to 2 hours of conversation. I will have questions prepared for the interview.
Your participation in the interview is voluntary. You may refuse to answer specific
questions or exit the conversation at any time. All responses will
be strictly confidential and no names are connected with responses given.
Also, I will not disclose identifying information on specific churches, pastors, or lay
persons who participate in this study. Conversations will be recorded and transcribed, but
the participants’ names will be coded to protect confidentiality. This information will be
securely stored in locked containers and password protected files. When my dissertation
has been written and approved, the data will be destroyed.
I request your permission to include your church in my study. I realize that your
participation is entirely voluntary, and I appreciate your willingness to consider being
part of the study.
This agreement is not binding by any means, you have the right at any time and for
whatever reasons to drop out of the study if you change your decision. Feel free to call or
write me at any time if you need any more information. My number is xxx-xxx-xxxx and
my e-mail is xxx@xxx.com
As a church leader, I give permission for my church to participate in the study
described above and so indicate by my signature below:
Name of Church:
Printed Name:

Signature:

Date:
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APPENDIX E
FOCUS GROUP CONSENT FORM AND STATEMENT OF
CONFIDENTIALITY
I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary, and I am conducting
research on turnaround churches. I will be studying three to five United Methodist
churches in the North Texas area that were formerly plateauing or declining but have
begun to grow. I am looking for common patterns, theological and systemic behaviors,
and any other factors that have contributed to the turnaround. I hope that principles can
be gleaned from this study that will help other declining churches begin the process
toward turnaround and growth.
Since a candid discussion of factors that have caused stagnation or decline and
turnaround in your church can be sensitive issues for all involved, I want to assure you
that I am keeping our conversations and my recording of them confidential. However,
although I encourage the same commitment of confidentiality in our focus group setting
from the participants, I cannot guarantee it.
Your commitment to this research is to meet with me and those invited to join the focus
group for a one-time meeting, between 2 to 3 hours of conversation. I will have questions
prepared for the focus group. Your participation in the focus group is voluntary. You may
refuse to answer specific questions or exit the conversation at any time. All
responses will be strictly confidential and no names are connected with responses given.
Also, I will not disclose identifying information on specific churches, pastors, or lay
persons who participate in this study. Conversations will be recorded and transcribed, but
the participant names will be coded to protect confidentiality. This information will be
securely stored in locked containers and password protected files. When my dissertation
has been written and approved, the data will be destroyed.
I request your permission, as a leader of your church, to include your church in my study.
I realize that your participation is entirely voluntary, and I appreciate your willingness to
consider being part of the study.
This agreement is not binding by any means, you have the right at any time and for
whatever reasons to drop out of the study if you change your decision. Feel free to call or
write me at any time if you need any more information. My number is xxx-xxx-xxxx and
my e-mail is www@xxx.com.
As a church leader, I give permission for my church to participate in the study described
above and so indicate by my signature below:
Name of Church:
Printed Name:

Signature:

Date:
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